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PPEFACE

, .

The research describedln this note was initiated and fund d by
, -

the 14ational CommissiOn for Employment Policy (idp), as part of\a
,

.

larger effort to,discover the causes
.

and the remedies for employ.ent
.

.

problems of American Hispanics. These probietas-are known to
iv"
inV. de

.,

low income, susceptibility'to unemployment, and concentration in he
-

least desirable Ocupations'in the U.S. economy.. Among these
.

pro lem

,
areas, low occupational achievemgnt is,particularly interesting, b th

.
.

be'cauke of its intrinsic Interest, and because poor occupational
. .

placement adversely affects both earnings and employment. stability.

. . ,

In this piece of 'reseatch, attention,is. focused,on occupational
.' .

attainment of Hispanic male'workere. The major questions addressed .

.
here concern the cauAes of occupational differences between Hispani's and '

y

non-Hispanics, and among different ethnic,subgroupb cif the U.S.
/

..
. .

, .

Hispanic labor force.' Because U.S. Hispanic§ arg highly concentrat d

in, a. small number-of-states,
considerable effort is spenf separatin

tA occupational effects:of Hispanic ethni,city- froldthe ocdupationa

impact of living in,the places where His.panic ethnics have Settiid i

.

.i .

th U.S. Because Slianish is'the first or only language Of so mAny.

I
-.

H spanic Americans, this note gives'attention to the role of English
- _ .

language ability in the process of occupatronal achievemene.
_

The analYses reported here were designed and in-thrpreted by the-
:

. .

author. The opinions expressed-herein are also his; they are not
... ,

' 1
1

necessarily tho§e of the NCEP. Syam Sarma and Evelyn Casper provided

skilled computational assistance far beYond the call of du*. John R lph
,

provided able.and useful advice on some ofthe statistical tests repoitted
,

_
4

. here. Editorinl comments were provided by Donald Treiman, Carol Juse ius,
- .

and James Smith-. /

4
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SUMMARY

The research reported here focuses on four key questions:

1. What are the determinants of Hispgnit pccupational achievement?

2. Does the process 9f occupatie'hal achievement work differently

for some Hispanic ethnic subgroups :(e.g.,'Cubans) than for

others (e.g., Puerto Ricads)?.

3. .Does this process&yary across ,geographic areas? For example,

is it different in Florida than 1.n New York? '

4, How does Hispanic occupational achievement differ from that

ot blacks and non-Hispanid whites? How do theie differences

yary across Hispanic ethnicity groups in die-U.S.?

Because this research is motiirated hy concerns about earnings,

,
steadiness of employment,,and general job quality of Hispanic workers,

,

"occupation" is measured on three different scales. One sdale

corresponds to the earnings which an occupation provides for its

incumbents; the other scales measure the steadiness of employment and

general quality of jobs which are held by the occupation's incumbents./

Data on occupatioyal ,chaiacteristics are taken from the 1970 Census

'of Populatibn,and other standard sources. Data on individual workars

are taken from the 1978 Survey of Income and Education (SIE), a large

survey conducted by the U.S. Bureau of the Census and involving members

of some 190,0Q0 households. The SIE is di4tinctive for its large

sample size, its inclusion of detailed questions on ethnicity and

English language ability, and its provisions for estimatca of 'popula-

tion characteristics in each of the 50 states. HOwever, the SIE

sample used in this study is limited to respondents from those,states

in which there are at least 200 SIE Hispanic respondents who are

members of the experienced civilian labor force. This requirement

avoids,confounding Hispanic-non-Hispolic differences in geographic lo-

cation with Hispanic-non-Hispanic differences in other characteristics.

1



Major findings regarding differences between ethnic subgroups of

the Hispanic male labor force are as follows:

o Ethnic subgroaps of the U.S. Hispanic pop ulation are concen
.

trated in different states, making it difficult to distin

guish effects of ethnipity from the effects of living and
,

working in particula4 places. Simple domparisons of the

occupational characteristics o'f Hispanic ethnic groups are

likely to mistake the effeCts of location for impact of

ethnicity.

o Insofar as the earnings leVell-of men's occupations are

concerhed, data do not show differences among major ethnic

subgroups, of the.U.S. Hispanic Population, once effects-

of schooling, experience, foreign birth, Znglish language

. ability, location and race are taken into consideration.

, Similar results obtain when occupations are measured accord,

ing to the general job quality and the steadiness of

employment which thq provide for their incumbents.

Major findings regarding HispanicnonHispanic differenCe in'the

levels of occupational earnings are as follows: '

o Engliph language ability has a large effect on the occupa

tional ea.rningspotential of Hispanic men, except perhaps

in Florida. For white nonHispanics, the effect,of English

language ability Is not large. fn practice, this means that

the penality for not knowing English is greater for Hispanics

than fornonHispanics.

o Data show no pattern of systematic effedts If foreign birth

oh occupational earnings potential, net-of other factors

considered here. If foreign:birth has effects, they appear

to be mediated through English language ability. I

6
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o The effect of schooling on.oCcupational earnings is about

the same for Hispanic and white non-Hispanic men. -For both
L'

groups, once the effects of time in the labor force, foeign

birth, English language ability and geographic location are
,

-held constant, schooling has_only modest effects on _the dx-,

tent to which one's occupation iS high'-(or :10w) paying.

The effects of length of labor force experience are modest

and do noeseem to be different for Hispanic than for white

non-Hispanic men.

In analyses in which occppations are measured according to the
1

steadiness ofemployment which they provide for their incumbents,

findings were,essentially the same a in analysei".v.here,occupations are

ich they provide to
\

their incumbents. However,.in analyses of ov rall job civality of

occupations, the effeCts of English language ability for,Hispanics-

are considerably weaker than English language. effects foi Hispanibs

in the earnings power and employment stability, analyses. ' Nonetheless,

English language ability effects remain generally stronger for Hispanics

than for non-Hispanics in the job quality, analyses. In these analyses,

the effect of schooling becomes moderate for both Hispanics and non-

Hispanics, rather than small, as in analyses in which occUpations are

measured according to their ievels of earnings and employment stability.

In other respects, the general job quality analyses,are consistent

with the xesults regarding occupational earningsilevels and occupational

measured according to the level of eitrnings w

employment stability.

Although the subject of discrimination is not addressed 'directly in

this document, the regression equations described here, and the

statistical method used, are very silar to methods used in many

studies of discrimination. In many situations, certain of the fiodingS
-

reported here would be taken as evidence of strong occupational dis-

crimination against Hispanics who have low English lanuage ability.

However, results reported here are not consistent with a finding of .

discriminatagainst Hispanic.men who speak English well. If these

methods really do tell us something about diScriminatiOn, then our
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findings seem to be saying that relatively modest improvements-im the

Engligh language ability of Hispanics are likelS, tO yield large

occupational,benefits for HIspanic men. Raising Hispanic ments

English language ability to fluency or near fltiency would seem to

sharply reduce, or .even elimiftate, occupational difftrences between

similar Hispanic and non-kispanic males who are employed in the same

geographic area.
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I. INTRQDU6TION

The resaarch.reported here is part.of a larger effort to,determine

iI (and Why) Hispanic-origin Americans have patterns of earnings,

unemployment and job quality which, are different froth thpse of other

AU.S. workers, In this study, attention'is fixed almost exclusively on

3 z

occupational achievement. While this is a relatively narrow focus, both

,z

, common experience and more formal social scient:etheories make it

/
ove&helminily clear,that one s occupation strodgly affeces one's

earnings, onets probabil#ST of becoming unemployed, and the quality of

one's working life. ,-accupations differ in their entry requirements, in

the henefits,,working condition's and mobility opportunities which ,they

provide for their incumbents, and even in the mobility opportunities

tfieyzprovide to their incumbents' sons and daughters. . In brief, there

.-appears to be much useful, policy-related information to be-gainedNifrom

understanding the'occupational achievement of Hispanics, and the ways in

which Hispanic occupational achievement differs (or does not differ)

from the process of occupatipnal assignment experienced by other

segments of the U.S. labor force.

The research reported here focuses on four key questions:

1. What are the determinants of Hispanic occupational.achievement?

2. Does the process of occupational achievement work differently

for some Hispanic ethnic subgroups (e.g., Cubans) than for

others (e.g., Puerto cans)?

t.



3.. Does 'this prodess, vary across geographic areas? For example,

is it different in'New York than in Florida?

4. How does Hispanic occupatiOnal achievement differ from the

occupational achievement of blacks and whites? How do these

differences vary across Hispanic ethnicity groups and

geographic areaS of the U:S.? Why?

As will become clear in a fewpages, the simplicity with which .

these questions can be posed belies the statistical difficulty involved

in providing.answers to ....hem._ Indeed, methodological problems shape not

only the type of analyses which are reported here, but dictate the

organization of this document as well. For example, even in very large

,
datasets, vb number of H;*spanic respondents,is small enough to pose
,

serious statiitical problems. .These problems are minlmized by measuring

occupations on a'numerical scale, such as the income that they provide

for their incumbents, rather than by treating occupations as discrete

entitics.[I] But one must tal;e care'that thh scale on which ocCupations

are measured is appropriate to the substanttve questions which motivatb

the research. Accordingly, the first section of this report conpiders

the measurement of occupation. The next section describes ite data

utilized for the bulk of the analyses reported here. Following that, a

basic model of occupational achievemeht is presented, and the -

statistical design of the study is presented, along with some.analytic

resultS which weighed heavily in the choice of this design. Following

that, substantive findings are described, and some policy implications
1

ar discussed.
Atio

[I] In the language of statistics; meqsuring-occupat.ions on a
numerical scale allows thesuse of least square's analytic methods.
Treating occupations as distinct entities requires discrete multivariate
methods, which generallY require far more data cases for an analysis of
given complexity than least squares teshniques.

H
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II. THE-MEASUREMENT OF OCCUPATION

Occupations are socially defined collections of tasks hich differ

4s-

.in the skil.ls required for their performance (elaborated from a

definition by Pa (M. Siegel, 1971). Occupations are hot immutable.

For example, ol /occupations vanish (e.g., buggy whip maker) and new

ones appear (e.g., computer programmer). And so the major organizations

which gather dipcupit'ional.data (e.g., the U.S. Bureau of the Census)

periodically change the categories which they use to classifyos

occupations. As the technology available to do the work of an

1

occupation's incumbents changes, so may the tasks which these incumbents

perform. 'Nor is there one "true" scale on which to measure'occupations,

since they differ along many dimensions, including the earnings which

they provide for their incumbents, the prestige they confer on those who

perform their work, the schooling required for,incumbency, the
Yg

conditions under which their work is done, and a seemingly endless array-.

Of other traits (for treatments oithis subject, see,

1971; Stolzenberg, 1975; Temme, 1975). The key poin here is that

measuring occupations ii verAqch,like.measuring any other complex

social or physical phenomenon; one measures what is most relevant to

the questions one wiShes to answer, but one should have no-illusions

that any single measure provides a full or complete representation.of

the occupation.
.1r

The,research reported here is motivated by concerAs about earnings,

steadiness of employment, and general job quality of Hispanic workers

(National Commission on EmplOy5ent Policy, 1981). Thus it is
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appropriate for us to measure occupations according to the earningsk,

steadiness of employment, and general job quality which they provide for

their incumbents. As will be seen in statistical analyses presented

below, these occupational Characteristics are related, but they are not.

identical. Accordingly, I measure occupation on several diffexent

,

scales, one most approPiCiate to concerns about earnings, and others more

relevant to concerns about other things which occupations provide for

r 4

their incumbents. ,

'Before giving the details of these occnpational measures, it seems

,

worthwhile to consider an'alternative strategy for treating. occupation.

Thig°41ternative is to treat occupations as nominal categories, but to

use broad enough, and therefOre feW enough, c'ategoiies to avoid

overwhelming the Ximited size\e7f the Hispanic samples in available '4

datasets. Thus, for example, one might use the 12 major;occup.itionaly'

categories of the Census Bureau s occupational classification.MBut
,

closer examination shows.that broad categories crOte more problems than

-

theY solve. In particular, gross'categories mdke strange bedfellows of,

1
dissinil4r,occdpations. For example the 1970-Census aureau category

0

"Professional, technical and kindred" workers combines embalmers, radio

disk jockeys, and law judges, plus'a host cd otlier occupations. With

combinations like thes'e, thgvvariation within categories is at times,
.

larger than the di.fferences between these broad groupings. And while

there are isolated inseances in which analyses based on'gross

uoccupational classifications have produced the same findings as analySes

[1] In the extreme, one might follow the dnbious practice of
Spilerman and Miller (1976), who attempted to learn somethin&,about

,employment inequality by dividing all occupations intb two c41tgories,
good" and -bad." While dividing occupations into two types may have

some intuitive appeal; it is more sitplistic than simplifying, and
ultimately raises more questions than it answers.
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based on detailed categorizations (see, e.g., Stolzenberg and D'Amico)

1977), the.diversity.of occupations within gross categories gives ample

reason to-believe that these coincidences were merely fortuitous. 'Thi

advantages gained by using gross categories seem to be bought at the

very severe cost of injecting'doubts about the validity Of fiLdings

based on these broad ^occupational groups. So, Instead of treating

occupations a, nominal categories, in mOst of tfie analyses presented

here, I scale them according to their*values,on three dimensions .which

are directly relevant'to the purposes of this research: the earnings

which an occupation provides to its employed incumbents, the steadiniess
0;0_

with which t provides these incumbentsvith employment, and the overall

"quality" of incumbency in .the occupation. I now 'Consider each o7f these

scales separately.

THE EARNINGS POWER OF OCCUPATIONS

,

To measure the earnings power of an occUpqtion, I use the mean

,earnings in dollars reported by incumbents of that occupation in the

.1970 Census of Population. To avoid confounding earnings rates of

occuPations with'the voluye of work (Mich ;hey provide for their

incumbents, I use mep earnings of persons who worked 50 to 52 weeks in

tge'reporting year, 1969. Another variable gauges the steadiness of

,employment whichoccupations offer their incumbents. Because meh's and

women's ear ings differ so markedly, even when both are employed in the

same octu ational category, I use the mean earnings for men when

analyses pertain to men, and mean earnings fOr women when analyses

pertain-to women. And I take the logarithms of these mean earnings,

both because of the long history.of empirical findings which point to

the appropriateness of using logged rather than unlogged earnings (see

44



:the literature sullry in. Stolzenberg, 1975), and because preliminary,

experiments with the d'pta used here showed that taking the logarithm of

mean occupatiorialerrnings resulted in more precise statistical

estimates than were obtained when ea rnijgs were not.lOgged.. The source

of these,data is Table:19 from the Census Bureau3s.Subject Report

PC(2)-7a, "Occupational Characteristics."
NO,

THE STEADINESS QF EMPLOYMENT Id DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS

To measure the opportunity for steady eMployment in an occupaLon,

I use the propoxtion ot ifs male incumbents who were employed 50 to 52

weeks in the Census'reporting year, 1969, as reported in the Census of

A1970. There is nothing notewortWabout the use of male weeks-worked

_data in analyses pertaining to men. But it seems appropriate to explain

4
why weeks-worked data on males (but not females) are used to measure the

steadiness of employment opportunities for women. The explanation is

tliat part-year employment apparently is preferred to full-year

employment by a significant portion of the female labor force. Unless

one can discern the extent to'which part-year employment,is voluntary

for women,.one cannot identify the extent to which less-than-full-year

employment is the consequence of a desire for.part-year work rather than

the result of limited opportunity for full-year employment. However, a

;

desire for full-year work is,much more the norm for men who work, making

male weeks-worked data a much more valid indicator of opportunities for

steady employment than female weeks-worked statistics. So I use the

proportion of an ocCupation's male labor force,which works 50 to 52

weeks per year to indicate the opportunities for full-year employment.

1 6
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OVERALL JOB QUALITY

To measure the overall job quality-of occupationS, I use the 16can

Socioeconomic Index for occupa (SEI),'a updated for 1970 Censup

Bureau occ.upatienal categories user and Featherman, 1973). SEI is

widely misunderstood to,be a uick and dirty way to make two variables;

4,

education and earnings, int4one. In fact, the gEI is statistically,-
-

well-behaved,-theoretioal,ly-anchored measure which grew out.of decades

of research:on the social standing of occupations (see Siegel, 1971, for

a detailed-account of this research). Duncan used the schooling and

incdme of occupational incumbents to estimate SEI for occupatiOnal

dategories for which ho,direct SEI measure was available, and others

have followed Duncan's lead. But it ds com:08>liforgotien,that other

estimatin'g procedures have been tried as well (Blan and Duncan, 1967;
.

.

Siegel, 1971; Temme, 1975) with results,differing hardly at all from the

tr

,

initial schooling-earnings estimates of Duncan. -For present purpose\
.

some important 'facts about the SEI are as follows.

o It is stable over time; the sthnding of occupations on the SEI

does not seem to have changed significantly over the last 40,

years at least.

o- It is stable over place; it is essentially invariant across as
41.

well as within Western indus'trialized nations (Treiman, 1977).

o It is stable over the social structure; there are not different

SEI's ftbr different segments of the population, such as blacks

or womeh.

4
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ut perhaps the most important feature of SEI is that it serves as

a s mmary measure of the general desirability of employment in
I 21

tions. . That is, SEI appears ro approximate the general public's

corns ned evaluation of the various characteristics of occupapions. SE1;

for an occupation is a summary judgment of the desirability of

incumbency in that pccupation.[2] So While it seeMs unwise to presume. '

that SE1 can stand for earnings, steadiness of employment, or any other

specific occuPational characteristic, it does appear that,SEt can

provide a useful supplegeni to these other, more precisely interpretable

variables. It is for that purpose alone that this report contains
. -

_

.analyses of Hispanic occupational achievement as measured by the Duncan

k
socioeconomic index

[2] A quantitatiVe consideration of.fh relationship between SE1.
. and occupational working conditions, physical emands of work,,.earnings

and dther occupational characteristics is cont ined iri'Stolzenberg,
1273: 105. Haver and Featherman (1977) consi er this issue at length.

1.2
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211. DATA

To,satisfy the conperns whia, motivate this rtsearch, empirical

analyses reported here must be'based oh data which meet seve_ral key

criteria. Among these crittria-are the following.

o Data must be relatively recent, so they will be relevant to

,cUrrent policy'concerns..

o . Data must include vgriables which are known or thought to be

important to understanding occupational achievement in general,

and the labor rket experiences of Hispanics in particular--

for example, English language ability.,

o Data must identify specific geographic areas im which

respondents reside or work, ana specific,ethnic groups of which_

they are members, to allow investigation of the geographic and
2

ethnic differences in occupational achieVemen't which.,are the

subject of this research% 1=.

o Data must include sufficient numbers of respondtats; and's'
.

.

Hispanic respondents in particular, to estimate models which

are appropriate for testing hypotheses abou't subgroup and,

gtographic differences'in occupational achievement of Hispanics

and non-Hispanics. In particular, sample size muSt be

sufficient to address the current great policy interest in

'State or,SMSA differences in Hispanic-non-Hispanic occupational'

9
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As this.note is written, only one dataset satisfies these criteria,

the 1976 Survey of Income and Education (SIE). Some important facts

about the SIE are described by the U.S. Bureau of the Census"(1977: 1):

\

The gurvey,of Income and"gducation (SIE) . . . was conducted
'between April and July 1976, [sic], by.9e Bureau of the
Census.

mandated by'Congress for.estirtiates in each State of the number
of children 5 to 17 years .c5f age in poverty families. ,The SIE
also satisfies another requirement mandated by Congress,
which directs the Department of Health,',Education., and Welfare
. . . .to estimate from-survey the number,of children and other
persons in the States who,.because of'limited English-speaking
ability, are in need of bilingual edncation, guidance, and
counseling.

sample and were spread through every State_in-the Union'and
the District,of.COlumbia. Interviewers made persohal isits,
to the &ample households. Interviews were conducted with a
responsible adult in the househOld and lasted 'approximately 45
minutes. The final interview rate for the apProxiMately
160,000 occuPied housing units was 95.4 percent.

,

The Combination of a high response rate, detailed information ork

tespondents' Englih language ability, large samples in separate states,

and a tolerably recent date of execution makes the SIE better suited to

the concerns of this research than other available data.

The inalyses reported in this'doctment are based on a subset of the

SIE. Persons who work in the noncivilian sector are eliminated because

4
occupational assignment in nonciyifian settings would seem to be studied

. most efficiently by focusing on the nonciviliah organizations which

employ (or fail to employ) Hisp-anic workers. Persons. younger than 16

'yearS are eliminated to restriCt these analyses to adults. And persons

who have never beeit employed are eliminated because such. persons do not

,

have ocCupations, according-to the definitions and coding protocols of

20

4



the U.S. Bureau of the Census, whiCh gathered the SIE.[1] In addition,

in any particular analysis individuals are deleted'from tfie sample-if

they have 'missing" values on variables entering the analysis. And in

analyses which attempt to locate geographic effects on occupational

attainment, or to distinguish ethnicity effect-a from geographic effects,

the sample is restricted to respondents who.reside in statea in which

/Le SIE collected data on.at least 200 Hispanic members of the',

[1] According to curkent definitions and coding protocols of the
Census Bureau, persons,who have never beets eMployed do not have,
occupations. Howevu,,one could argue on technical grounds that
deletion of persons titip have nexer been employed censors the SIE_sample
and biases findings. An argumentialong,theSe lines would assert_that

/remaining out of the labor force is a response made more probable by at A

.least two conditions which are endogenbus to the process ok ocCupational
6

achievemeac: poor oPportunities for employment in desirable
occupations, and opportunities to Rualify for desirable occupations at'
'some later time by remaining outside the labor force to pbtain
occupational training or .education now. Presumably, Hispanics wduld
tend to be disproportionately, over-represented in the group experiencing '

the first condition1 and native born white males would be i

disproportionately over-rep-resented in the group experiencing thessecond
condition. Under this presumPtion, one.might conclude that failure to
adjust for censoring understates occupatioral differentials bet4een
Hispanics and native born white males. Un r some circumstances, this
argument would have some merit, but I find unconvincing for several

reasons: First, the teChniques used to adjust for censored sampling are
not robust, and provide little assurance that adjustment for ce69ring
is not creating more problems than it solves. Correction for censored
sampling is still in its infancy, at bestm. Second, there is real policy
and theoretical interest in measuring and explaining occup'ational
differences between Hispanics and mon-Hispanics who work. This interest
does not deny the vape df understanding the role of poor quality jdb
opportunities in keeping people from ever entering the labor fOrce, nor
does it deny the value of understanding the role of schooling and job
training in inducing people to delay their entry into the labo force.

But it does focus interest on those who have already entered the work
force.and gained incumbency yi an occupation, and it dpes suggest that
the censored saMpling arguments are most relevant to a different set of
questions than are being posed in this report. "And, third, it seems

unfikely.that the Hispanic population is harboring significant numbers,
of persons who have never worked.because they have been'unable to find
work in desirable occupations. Rather, widespread, low ges among the

-Hispanic labor force suggests that Hispanics are particu rly likely to

take whatever work is available. In short, the arguments in favor of
using methods to correct for problems of censoGied sampling seem neither
applicable to the current.enterprise nor convincing, even,if.applicable.
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experienced civilian labor force .(ECLF). This l'ast requirement ensures

.that unreliability caused by small sample sizes doeS not overwhelm

statistical methods. ,The states meeting this requirement.are Ney,4,York,

New Jersey, Florida, Texas, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, and

CalifoTnia. On a more subsiantive level, restricting the analysis to

states having substantial Hispanic populations recognizes the fact that

Hispanics are cbncentrated in a small,number of siatts, and_that the

economies of these states are not typical of the economies of the natiOn

.as a whole (see Stolztnberg and D'Amico, 1977, for detaile

consideration of this point). By restricting analyses to states having

large numbers of Hispanic !workers, it is possible to distinguish the

occupational effects of being Hispanic frot the occupational effects of

living in the states where HiSpanics teud to live. The importance of
:

these sample restrictions will become more appartni as analytic results

are presented.

4.

e
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IV. ,,ANALYTIC DESIGN AND BASIC MODEL

NO

To perform a statistical analysis of'occupational achieVement, one

must specify a model of how.characteristics of people relate to their

- occupational placement. Once specified, this model can be fitted to

different segments of the population, and the analysi§ of covariance

(ANOCO) can be applied to 'determine if the process of occupational .

achievement works differently for different types of people. For

pre ent purposes, "different'types of people" are defined by Hispanic

o j

eth icity, ace, sex arid place of-residence.
b 1 .

In,this report, the standard praC.Tice of starting with a simple

model is followed. Important ;hypotheses ake testea by gradually
1

complicating the model to include more elaborate ,specifications of the

Ni
fac ors which affect occupational placement. As a basic model of

occupational achievement, we regress an individual's occupation (as

measured by one of the three occupational characteristics described

above) on the following variables:

Ed years p!):schooling completed by.the,individual

Ed2 Ed-squared'

Ex the individual's potential number of years of labor force

experience

Ex2 Ex-squared
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Forbor a dummy variable set equal to 1 if the individual was

born outside of the Onited Staees, and equal to 0 else

Spkeng the individuars score on a six,point scale measuring

777 his or her ability to speak English (fully explained

below) .

This basic model is a slightly elaborated version of fairly standard

mOdels used by sociologists and economists in the last two deres to .

understand earnings, occupational achievement, unemployment and other

labor market outcomes.' In this appliqation, Us in so many others,

schooling is presumed to affect an individual's labor market experiences

eitherby increasing on-the-job productivity, or by sUpplying,

credentials which-affect job opportunities and treatment by

employers.[1] Similarly, experience is included in the model because it
.

serves as a crude indicator.of workers on-the-job experience, .

'''.---1Seniority, and related phenomena. Including education-squared and

experience-squared in the model allows the marginal effect of chooling

and experience to vary as the total number of years of school or

experience changes. Using a linear term with a squared term does an

acceptable job of handling nonlinearities in samoling and experience
-

effects while using up fewer degrees of freedom than, say, a series of

[L] The productivity interpretation oC schooling appears to have
considerable evidence,behind it, but the credentidlism inacpretation
maintains a loyal following: No useful purpose seems to be served by
reopening debate over the true productivity effects of schooling, to. I
leave that argument tO another day.
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dummy variables. Preserving pegrees of freedom will prove to be very

important as the analyses proceed.

The foreign-born variable is included to hold constant the effect

of foreign birth oa.occupational achievement. Presumably, foreign birth

retards an individual's labor market success through a variety of.

mechanisms, perhaps including impaired or delayed socialization into the

ways of the American labor market, discrimination against foreigners by

native-born U.S. workers, limited connections'with informal networks of
,/

informatidn about job opportunities, and'so on. In 1970, about five

,percent of the U.S. population was'foreign born (see Chiswick, 1978, for

general consideration of the labor market position of foreign born
4

workers).

Inclusion of theEn0.ish language ability variahae, Spkeng, avoids

confounding the effects of foreign birth wi0 the impact of its frequent

consequence, impaired abilitY to speak English. CommOn experienC makes

clear the value of on-the-job communication. So.one hypothesizes that a

worker who_cannot speak and understand English is less valuable to

employers than workers who can communicate in the dominant language of

the land. Even if non-English-speaking workers manage to live their

working lives in enclaves where their own language is aominant, they

must remain within those enclaves to avoid the limitations induced hy

their inability to speak English. Thus these workers are limited to a

smaller number of jobs than are potentially available to

English-speaking workers who can compete for work outside these

enclaves. By including an English language ability variable in the

model, language effects oa occupation are allowe% and one avoids

confounding the occupational effects of low English langdage apility
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with the consequences of its frequent correlates, foreign bir h and

ispanic ethnicity.

Spkeng is measured on the following scale:[2]
.

. .

ADDITIONS TO THE BASIC MODEL: GENDER, ETHNICITY,
RACE AND GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

To make the basic model refevant to Ahe questions which motivate

this research, it must be.mádified to addre!ls ethnic, geographic, racial

and gender differences in the process of occupational achievement.

Because occupat n, 1 sex segregation is so pervaive and severe,

\

accounting far occupatidnal sex segregation requires that the model be

estidated separately for men and Women. s noted earlier, when the

model is estimated for men, the occupational earnings variable will.be

[2] The simplicity with which Spkeng is described here belies the
amount of study that preceded its selection as a measure of English
language ability. A similar scale which measured ability to understand,
rathei than speak, English wat investigated.&.However, these scales are
vixtually perfect substitutes for each'other, and there was noadvantage
whatsoever to using one rather than the other. More specifically, the
Pearsonian correlation betwep the the English speaking and English
understanding scales is 0.91-for males and 0.98 for'females in'the SIE
sample desci-ibed above. In addition, five different dichotomizations of
these scales were tried, but initial results suggested that
dichotomization of the English ability variables merely reduced their
explanatory power in models of occupational achievement. Finally,
another language ability variable was tried. Called Usleng,,this
variable was set equa'l to 1 if the respondent's usual language was
English, and set to zero otherwi.re. Like the dichotomized versions of
Spkeng, Usleng was found to have a smaller effect on occupational
achievement than Spkeng,(but replacing Spkeng with Usleng had only ihe
most trivial effects on the relationship between other variables in,the
moddl-and occupational, occupational achievement. When both Spkeng and
Usleng were included in models of occupational achievement, the effect
of 1.11eng vanished. Finally, I also igcluded the product of schooling
and Spkeng to test the

1

lypothesis that the effect of schooling on
occupaltional achievem 1t varies with a person's abil,ity to speak
English. That is, since school-learned skilts generafly involve
cognition and communication, I. hypothesized that ability to communicate
in English would be necessary for full utilization.of these skills on
,fhe job in a predominantly English-speaking society. HoWever, 'the
product of Ed and Spkeng had no effect whatsoever on occupational
achievement, and so was not used. 4

26

s.

9
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Ability.to Speak,&nglish

not at all

2 not well - just a'few words

3 not well - more than a few words

4 yell

very well

6 native speaker of English who weth raised in a

home.in wh 1 English was, the usual language,spoken

based on then's earnings; when the model is estimated for w men,.the r

occupational earnings variable will be based on women's earnings. Tp

a

,

5

include Tace, the model is modified either by adding dummy variables for ,

race, or by'estimating the.model.separately for persons pf different

races. Adding.dummy variables for race allows racial differences in

occupational achievement, but does not allow race.dafferences in the

effects.on occupational achiévement oftindependent variables in the

.basic model. Estimating the model separately, for each race allows

' racial difterences in the effects of independent variables. A similar,

two-pronged approach is used,tp test for ethnic effects and for

geographic effects: In some elaborations of the.basic model, dummy

.
variables for ethnicity and state of residence are added to the basic

model, and in other elaborations, the model is estimated sepcirately for

members of different ethnic groupa.
A

In this research, interest in,ethnicity is limited to 'Hispanic-

ethnicity. Accordingly, ethnicity is meaSured according to the

.?;
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followfng , based on the"ethnic coding cetegories of the SIE.

Race is divided into 2 three categories in the present study: white,

black, and other. Note that race and ethnicity are not the same. For

examgle, both whites and blacks can be Hispanic. ,

DISTINGUISHING'BETWEENAISPANIC ETHNICITY
GROU4 ANDtEOGRAPHIC LOCATION

immigrants from different Hispanic ethnicity groups have settled in

different parts of the U.S. For example, Florida h's a large

concedtration of Cubans, and the Southwest has heavy tions of

Mexican-origin Hispanics. This correlation between ethnic y and.

location has important consequences for this research, for it affects

the,,precision wIth which the occupational effects ofjocation can be

distinguished from the occupational effects of membership in different

Hispanic ethnicity gtouPs. Indeed, if the overlap between ethnicity and

location is too great, it may be impossible to distinguish the

occupationar effects of living in a particular place from those of

membership in a particular eihnicity group.

In the language of statistics, the extent ofoverlap between two.

variables is the amount of variance in each that is explained by'the

other. Expressed proportionally, that.amount of variance is the squared

Ethnicity Categories Used with the SIE Data

1.. NonHispanic
2. , Hispanic
2a. Cuban
2b. r Mexican (Mexican), Mexicano, Chicano,

Mexican American)
2c. Puerto kican
2d. Central or South American
2e: Other Spanish



Pearsonian correlation between the two variables. However, both

ethnicity and location are represented by sets of dummy variablep,

requiring the use of canonical correlation analysis to assess".the extent

to which information about the location of Hispanics overlaps with

informatpn about their ethnic subgroup. More precisely, r estimate the

canonical correlation between two sets of dummy variables; one set

representing the different places in which Hispanics reside, and the

other set representing the different ethnicity. To make sure that

results would be rohust, the analysis was done a number of,different

ways. -Table 1 ,describes the different specifications as well as

findings from each of these analyses)

Table l_presents analyses in which "geography" is defined in two'

different ways: as standard metropolitan statistical areas and as

states. Two different canonical analyses are Performed for 'states and

three analyses are performed for SMSA's. Details of the canonical

analyses are presented in the notes to Table 1, as well as in the body

of the table. For present purposes, the most important entries in titre-.

table are found in the far right column. That column indicates the

amount of overlap betweeh geography and ethnicity of the Hispanic 4abor

force: Entries in the far right are theproportion of variance

explained by the first two canonical variates variates if order

higher than tweexplain only'negligible additional amounts of variance.

These proportions of variance explained can be regarded as squared

-6

correlations between geography and ethnioity of the Hispanic taorking

population- Looking at the these proportions,-note that the overlap

between geography and ethnicitY is in the neighborhood of 80 percent.
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By normal social sciente standards, this is a very high degree of

overlap indeed, comparable to a Pearsonian correlation of 0.9 between

two interval scale variables. This result suggests that much of the

information contained in a Hispanic worker's ethnicity is also contained

in his or her geographic location. As a substantive finding, this

confirms what is apparent from graphical displays of the location of

Hispanic ethnicity groups in the U.S. (e.g. NGEP, 1981): different

groups immigrate to different places. As a methodological finding, this

is a bit more interesting, though, since it suggests that it is

,

difficult, or perhaps impossible, to distinguish the employment effects

of living in different places from the employment effects of meMbership

in different Hispanic ethnicity groups. Indeed, it isa sufficiently

strong finding E; suggest that patte'rns of occupational differenceS

between different Hispanic ethnicities may be nothing more.than patterns

of occupational differences between people who work in different labor

markets. Thus, it would seem to be afserious error to look for ethnic.

effects without holding Constant geographic effects on occupational

achievement. This is a Caveat which has shaped the analyses which are
I I

presented in the following pages. But this finding also has

consequences for the Confidence one .places in the regults af earlier

studies which have attempted to measure,ethnic differences in the

-

socioeconomic achievement of American Hispanics. 'Unless these earlier

studies have held constant the effects of geographic location', one can .

'have little confidence that they have_not confounded the ef.fects of

-

ethnicity with the impact of residence in different Places,[3rand in so,

[3) For'present purposes, the key fact about places is that they
have di'fferent industrial compositions, which in turn generate different
occupational compositions. Thus, for example, opportunities to ente;ie.
the highest-paying and highest-prestige occupatipns are greater in
urbanized places than in rural areas, simply because more of these high-
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doing_koducacl findings which indicaed that either ethnicity or location

or both affect the socioeconomic achievement of Hispanic Americans.

Hopefully, the,analyses, presented below will be able tlivlo 6 bit better

V-
in. distinguishing the effects of place and ethnicity. I. begin with an

nalysis of the dpterminants of
occupationarearning.power, and then

move on to steadiness of em1oyrnent and occupational socioeconoMic

status (Duncall SEI).

pay and high-prestige occupations are utilized in urban areas than in

--nonurban areas% Findings related to this point go back to Blau and

Duncan (1967) and earlier, and motivated the analyses.of Stolzenberg and

'D'Amico (1977) and Mueller (197-4).-
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V. RACE AND'ETHNIC EFFECTS ON'OOCOPATfURAL EARNING POWER
\

Table 2 presents the_hasic covariance anagsis design and'related

summary siatistics for ,analyses of occupational earnings power. Readets
-\

familiak with covariance analysis designs marfind Table 2

self-explanatory.' However, Others May find the following desCription

useful.

ANALYTIC DESIGN

The analyses reported in the celis of Table 2 are regression

analyseS. The 66 cells ol this table report n's and R-squareds for 66.
-

different regression analyses. Each cell of Table 2 corresPonds to a

1
.

aifferent re.gression analysis. Some of these-regressions have more
,

, e
independent variables than others, and some are estimated over different

subsets of the SIE sample, but all have the following traits in cdmmon:

o The unit of analysis is the individual person

o tThe dependent variable is the earnings/pOwer of the person's

occupation,(i.e., the log mean annual earnings of incumbents of

the individual's occupation)

o The independent variables include at least the independent

variables in-the ba6ic.Mode1 (Ed, Ed2, Ex, Ex2, Fotbor and.

Spkeng); in some regreslions independent variables also include
t

dummies for race, state of residence, Hispanic identity, and/or

.meMbership in eadh of four'Hispanic ethnicity groups

Rows of Table 2`categorize analyses according to the geographic

areas to which they pertain and th way in which geography enters the
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regression equ-ationS. For example, the first rOw ok the table ieports

six different regressions estimated for SIE respondents from the tate
0

, .

of New York. Columns categorize regressions accoraing to the ethnic and

racial groups over which they are estimated, and according to the way

that race and/or ethnicity enters the regressions. For.example, the

first row of the table reports six different regressions estimated for
1

SIE respondents from the state of New York. For example, the first two

..olumns report resulis.of regressions estimated on Hispanic respondents

only, while other coluirils repOrt results fitted to black non-Hispanics

. /
white non-Hispanics, .and all taces and ethnicities grouped together. '

Notice thAt a center subsection of Table 2 is outlined in black:,
1

The regressions reported in this center section include only those

independent variables which are in the-basic model'. Thus, the cell in

tfie upper left corner of the outlined subsection reports the number of

cases and R-sque,..ed obtained when the basic model is fitted to HLopanic

males residing in New,York state. The lower ght cell of the outlined

subsection reports the number of cases and-R-§oidefed obtained When the

baSic model is fitted to white non-Hispanic males residing in

California.

Cells outside the outlined subsection of Table 2 report regressions

which include dummy variables for ethnicity and/Or race and/or state of

residence. For example, analyses reported in the far left column of

Table 2 include dummy variables representing four of the five Hispanic

ethnicity voups identified in the SIE: Cubana, Mexicans, Puerto Ricans

and Central and South Americans. (A dummy for the category "Other

!
Spanish" is excluded to' avoid multicolinearity.). The faeright column

. .

reports analyses which Include a simple dummyspanic'- n-Hispanic
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variable, a dummy set equal to one if the respondent is black,-ánd a

dummy set equal tdone if the respondent is both nonwhite and donblack

(members of"other" rAces).

The last two rows of Table 2 report regressions based on the dat

from all 9 states pooled together. In regressions reported.in the next-

:tp-last row, dummy variables repiesenting eight of the nine*states are

included in the regression analysis.[1] In regressiont reported in the

- .

ast row, labelled."9 States WITHOUT State Dummies," data are.drawn from

Ilan nine states, but models do not inclUde dummy variables representing

the states.

' Comparisons of rows of Table 2 allow tests of hypotheses about

state differences in the process of otoupational achievement.

Comparisons of the columns of Table 2 allow tests of hypotheses about

racial and ethnic differences in this process. Comparisons of colUmns

within rows allow of hypotheses about race and ethnic differences

within'states.

Although full understdWding of the regressions underlying Table 2

must await examination of the coeffiCients as well as t4e R-squareds and

n's, some important information car,1)0 eaned from:this,table. Looking

first at the n's, notice that Many of the state-specific analyses of
6

Hispanics and blacks dre based on very few cases. For !example, there

are only 98 Hispanic males in the the SIE data for.Florida,,after

deleting cases wifil missing data and excluding respondents who were not
4

in the labor force. Small n:s are especially problematic for effortS to

distinguish between HispanicAtEnicities in partiCular states, since
%

making,these distinctions involves adding variables to a basiic-mockel

[1] A dummy for one arbitrarily selected state is excluded to avoid
multicoiinelkity among regressors. The excluded state is Florida.
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which comes close.indeed to overburdening the case bases in six of the

hine states identified in Table 2.[2] Consequently, the statespecific
1

-vcr-

analyses with small n's will be more useful for heuristic purposes than

for estimation of effects in the specific locales -to which they pertain.

,The analyses based on larger n's, identified at the right and bottom

borders of Table 2, will be" more useful for hypothesis testing than most

of the state-specific analyses.

With caveats stated, and with a clear Understanding that stibsequent

sections of this report will-examine coefficients of the regressions

which a;e so briefly sumMarized in Table 2, Table 2 can now be used to

shed light on one of the key questions posed in thisresearch: Are

there.ethnic differences in occupational achievement within the Hispanic

labor force?

4

THE EFFECT OF HISPANIC ETHNICITY ON OCCUPATIONAL EARNING POWER

I begin by looking for ethnicity effects in analyses which are

based entirely on Hispanic workers. The .two far-left columns.of rable 2

can be examined for evidence of ethnic differences in occupational

earning powtr of Hispanics. If Hispanic ethnicity groups differed in

their occupational earnings power (after adjusting for the effects of

schooling, experience, English language ability, and foreigh birth),

then adding dummy variables for ethnicity would add to the explanatory

liower of the basic model. (This property of regression is the.basis of

the F tests for the significance of groups of variables.) The small n's

in most states would make it,difficult for these improvements in

R-squared to achieve statistical significance, but effects of ethnicity

[2] New York, New Jersey) Florida, Colorado, griezona and Nevada
h'ave less than 200 cases withOut missing data on variables used in the
basic model. .

,
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J
would show up as larger R-squareds in column 1 than in column 2 of Table

2. However, comparing the two far left columns of Table 2, notice that

adding ethnicity dummies does very little indeed to the R-squareds in

New York, Texas, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada and California.

It is only in New Jersey and Florida that ethnicity seefms to have any

impact. Formal F-tests confirm this finding. In all states except

Florida and New Jersey, it is not possible to reject the null hypothesis -

that coefficients for the ethnicity dummies are all zero, Usingfiny

conventional significance level. given the large-number of cases in

Texas and California, and the small n's in FlOrida and New Jersey, it
_

appears that these results are driven by an'absence of ethniEity rather
_

than an absence of data cases.[3]

While th two columns,at the far left of Table 2'are estimated for,

HisPanics only, the two columns at the far right report, results of

analyses which include both Hispanic and non-Hispanic respondents. The

two right columns report-analyses in which independent variables include

the variables,of the basic model, duMtievariables for race (Black,

Otrace), and a dummy variable set equal to one for Hispanics. In

,
addition, the analyses reported in column 5 incltide the four Hispanic

w
ethnicity dummies discussed earlier. Because they are estimated over

data which pools together Hispanics and non-Hispanicg, the analyses'in

columns 5 and 6 presume,that schooling, experience, and other variables

in the basic model have the same effects on occupational earnings power

of Hispanics,as they do for non-Hispanics. In contrast the analyses in

, [3) For Florida, the hypothesis Sof no ethnic effects is rejected at

a significance level of 5 percent. For New Jersey, the hypothesis is

'rejected at the one percent level. Details of thege tests are ven in

Johnston_ (1972: 146) and other standard references. I willIre ur to

these results later, when.coefficients fbr these and other varia les are

diStussed.

t,5,15
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columns and 2 allow the basic model variables to,have different

effects for Hispanics than- lor non-Hispanics. Comparing column 5 to
1

column 6-for each state, note 'that addition of the ethnicity dummies

adds only, trivially-to the variance explained-. Formal F tests for

significance of the ethnicity dummies show that it'is only in New Jersey-

that one can reject the null hypothesis that the coefficients of all

four ethnicity dummies are zero. This finding hardly seems indicative

of any btoad pattern of ethnic differences in occupational achievement

of the Hispanic population. Dilferences in the:occupational earnings

power of Hispanic ethnic groups would seem to result from differences in

levels on Variables in the basic model, as well as ethnic differences in

geographic location.

Similar conc4Sions can be drawn from analyses in which data from

all nine states are combided: The bottom two rows of Table 2 describe

analyses in which respondents fromthe 9 states are pooled. Whereas the

state-specific analyses allowed the effects of basic model variables to

-differ across states, analyses reported in the bottom twb,rows presume

that these variables have the same impact on oCcupationai earnings'power

in all states. The,next-to-botiom row reports walyses which include

dummy variables for eight of the nine states. _The last row ieports

regressions without state dummies.14]

Looking first ai the cells in the lower left corner of Table 2,

notice that results are much the same as in the State-specific analyses

U] Addition of the state dummies does not add substantially to the

explanitory power of these models --.nOte the small differences between

t. -s uaxeds for the last two rows. Yet F tests 'require rejection of

t nul hypothesis that coefficients for.the state dummies are all

te o. ach column of Table 2 identifies a different model and/or subset

of t SIE data. A separate F test was conducted for each, and in each

case, the null hypothesis that thee state dummies all have coefficients

of zero was rejected at the one percenp level.

3 7

t -
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above: The ethnicity dummies add little indeed to explanatory power o

the model which includes state dummies. Adding four Hispanic

ethnicity dummies to the motel raises the R-sqlared. from 32.44 percent
. ,

to 32.'17 percent -- about one-half of one percentage point. ,However,

these ethnicity variables are statistically significant at the one

percent level -- the null hypothesis that the coefficients for the four

ethnicity dummies'are all zero is rejected. SO it will be necessary to

,examine the coefficients themselves to draw firmconclusionS'about.the

strength of Hispanic ethnicity effects on occupational earnings power in

this specification.

For more analyses which suggest only negligible effects of ethnic
0

,divisions within the Hispanic labor force,.look across to columns fives

and six in the next-t?-last columns, notice the difference of only 0.05
1

percentage points. Applying an F test to this difference shows that At

any conventional.significance level, it is npt possible to reject the

null hypothesis that the four Hispanic ethnicity variables have
e

coefficients of zero. Once again, the effect of the Hispanic ethnicity,

variables is indistinguishable from zero if not altogether absent.

The findings discussed so far are consistent with the argument that

Hispanic ethnicity groups do not differ in their levels of Occupational

earnings power. (after adjusting for differences inyariables included in
4

the basic model). Yet firm conclusions cannot be drawn before examining

the coefficients estimated by'the regressin equations which are so
=,

briefly summarized in Table 2. For example, the statistics presented in

'Table 2 do not allow one to determine if some, but not all, of the four,
%

ethnicity variables affect Hispanics' achievement of,occupational

earnings power. Such questions are directly addressed by the



cOefficiInts for the Hispanic ethnicity variables. And so I noc:/ turn to

those coefficients.

Tabre 3 presents the coeffi0,ents for Hispanic ethnicity obtained

from regressions fitted to the Hispanic male labor force only. The

statistics in Table 3 ale' coefficients (with their t-statistics below

them) from the regressions reported in the,far left column of Table 2.

These coefficients measure Hispanic ethnicity diffdrences, if,they

exist,. in occupational earnings power, after controlling for the effects

f schooling,, length of labor force experience, foreign birth, English

languake ability and geographic location. In regressions reported in

thp first nine rows of Table 3, geography is controlled by fitting

regressions separately in each state. Fitting regrissions separately in

each state allows for possible,state differences in the occupational

effects of schooling, expenignce, foreign birth and English language

ability. The regression reported in the next-to-last row*does not allow

state differences in the effects Of basic model variables, but controls

for geography by adding to the model eight dummy variables for state of

residence. The regression reported in the bottom row includes no

controls for-geography.

Look first at the ethnicity effects in the state-specific

regressions. Perhaps the most striking'feature of these results isnot

in what they show, but in what they do not show. Of 32 ethnicity

coefficients in these state-specific regressions, 29 are not

distinguishable from zerb, according to the usual t-test (two tailed),

at the 10 percent significance level. The three significant ethnicity

coefticients are for Mexicans in New Mexico, Pnerto Ricans in Nevada,

and Central and South Americans in New Jersey. Raising significance
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levels to a more conventional five percent eliminates all.but the effect,.

for Central and South Americans in New Jersey, which reWns significant

t

at the one percent level as well. These findings do nothing to alter

the conclusions drawm.earlier from Table 2, Not only,do the ethnicity

0

coefficients fail to show any systematic pattern of ethnicity effects,

but they come very close indeed to ghowing no ethnicity effects at all.

The one ethnicity effect whick survives statistical tests at normal.

confidence levels appears to be either a quirk Of sampling or else the

result of some situation peculiar to one and only one state, New Jersey.
I,

It is possible that the lack of significant. ethnicity effects in

most of the state-specific analyses resulted from small sample sizes.

HoweVer, samples in Texas (4-99 cases), New Mexico (468 cases) and

w4California (396 cases) are sufficiently large to rule out sample size as

problem in their regressions. Yet analyses in these,large-sample

states show no ethnicity effects strong enough to survive a standard'5

1111F percent significance test. Nor does it seem _hat multicolinearity among

the ethnicity dummies s hiding some pattern of ethnic differences: If
,

theremere substantial ethnicity effects in the Presence of near

multicolinearity,, the F-tests based on Table 2 would be signifiaant,

even if most, or even all, of the ethnicity.dummies were statistically

insignificant. So it seems that evidence from the state-specific:\

analyses of Hispanic men does not support the hypothesis of ethnic

differences in the attainment of Occupational earnings power.

The bottom two rows of Table 3 supplement the results of the state-

specific analys,es. These rows report analyses in which Hispanic

respondents in all nine states are pooled. The bottom row reports

coefficients from an analysis in which geographic location did not enter
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the regressions in any way whatsoever. Looking. at the coefficients and

their t-statistics in that row, notice that only the coefficient for

Cuban ethniciiy exceeds its st,andard error (i.e., has a t-statistic

greater than one): In this analysis, the effect of being Cuban is

statistically significant at the one percent,level, although other

-
ethnicity variables show no significant effects.. Similarly, in the

analyses reported in Ihe next-to-last row, where geography enters as 8

dummy variables for state'of residence, the Cuban:ethnicity variable has

a coefficient which is significantly,different from zero at the one

percent level, although other ethnicity va,:iables d-how no:effects. Once

again, the,big news in these analyses is not in what they-show, hilt in .

what they fail toshow: In spite of large Aample size (n=2272), ueit1/4er

of these specifications shows any differences among four of the five

ethnicity groups considered here. The fifth group, dubans, does show an

effect which is substantial in size as.well as statistically'

significant.[5]

Considerable caution is required in interpretation of,this Cuban

ethnicity effect. Looking at column 3 of Table 3, note that the effect

of Cuban ethnicity is estimated in only Seven states. In three of these

seven stat1), Cuban ethnicity has a negative effect -- exactly the

. opposite ot that found in the pooled nine-state analyses. And in two

[5] The four ethnicity variables represent five groups. The

effects of the four groups explicitly included in the equation are

.measured relative to the effect of the excluded Hispanic ethnicity

:group, "Other Spanish." The coefficient of 0.1270 for Cubans corresponds

.to a 13.54 percent higher level of occupational earnings.power after

holding constant the effects of other variables in the baSic model. The

13.54 percent differential is calculated as follows: Since occupational

earnings power is logged., the proportional effect on occupational

earnings of being Cuban is equal to the value of the natural logarithm

of the cbefficient for the Cuban dummy less one (see Stolzenberg, 1979);
e

,the antilogarithm of 0.1'270 is 1.1354.
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others,(New York and Texas) the effects of'Cuban ethnicity a're smai

compared to their standard errors. Even more important, the New York

0

and Texas Cuban effects are small compared to the Cuban ethni4ty

effects.in Florida and California; and 'small relative to Cuba effects

4

in the pooled analyses. So it appears that even if Cuban ethnicity

effects are in fact real, they are-ndt a na'tional phenomenon, but are

limited to.a few locations, such as Florida and California. However,

-the state-sPecific aalysis for California did not support the

hypothesis that Cuban ethnicity effects there are significant, and the
//

Florida analysis Was at least inconclusfiie (and at most downright

negative).on the subject of Cpban ethnicity effects on Hispanic'

occupational earning& power. In brief, the evidence does not seem to

support the hypothesis that one-ethnic sbogroup of theiiS. Hispanic

male labor force does better or worse than any other Hispanic ethnicity

group in gaining access to Well-paying occupations.[6]

The ethnicity coeffiCients discussed so far come from equations

fitted only to Hispanics. In Table 4, similar coefficients are

estimated in regressions fitted to both Hispanics and non-Hispanics.

More specifically, Table 4 reports coefficients from regreasions fitted

to all males in the sample, both.in individual states, and when data for

all nine states are pooled. The R-squared statistics and n's for these

(6) The'suddem appearance of significant effects-for the Cuban
ethnicity variable in,the pooled 9,state analyses probably results from
the assumptions involved in pooling data from different.states. In the
pooled analyses, schooling, experience and other basic model variables
are implicitly constrained to have the same effects- on occupational
earnings power in all states. If this constraint does not fit.the data,
then variables which do not haye true effects, perhaps including Cuban
ethnicity, can show spurious strong coefficients in the pooled analysis.
Alternatively, the significant-effects for Cubans in the pooled analysis
may be nothing more than the cumulation of marginal Guban ethnicity
effects in California and Florida, although that possibility seems
remote, for reasons already stated.

42
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regressions were reporte&in the two far right columns of Table 2. In

addition to their estimation over the combined Hispanic.and non-Hispanic

samples, several key facts about these regressions shoüld be stressed:

o In addition to variables in the basic model, theytcontain two

dury variables representing race.
4
.

o They contain a dummy variable; H, set equal to one for Hispanac

respondents and zero for non-Hispanics.

. o They constrain education,.experience, and Other variables in

.
.

the basic model to have the same effects for Hispanics es for

non-Hispanics.-

.

Column 1 of Table 4 reports the coefficients of H in models which

include no indicators of specific Hispanic,ethnicities. The\

'coefficients of H reported in column 1 represent the effect of being

Hispanic on occupational earnings power, net of other variab.les in the

model. The use of just a Single Hispanic variable.presumes that the

effect of being Hispanic is the same for members of all Hispanic

ethni,city groups. Columns 2 through 6 report res,ults of analyses which

include both H and the four ethnicity dummies that have occupied us at'

length up until now. By including the ethnicity dummies as well as H,

these regressions do not constrAiil the effect of being Hispanic,to be

the same for members of all Hisimnic ethnicity groups. Because it is

convenient to continue focusing attention on Hispanic.ethnicity effects,

fi'st consider results presented in columns 2 through 6 of Table 4.

After that, I w 1,1 turn to reSults ented in column 1, which pertain

to the model which does not ipclude the four HispaniCdummies.
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,

Once again, the striking thing about the coefficients of the

Hispanic ethnicity variables is what they do not'show, rather than what

they do show: nooking at the t-statistics for the coefficients reported

in columns two through 6, notice that of 41 coefficients caiculated in

the state-specific analytes, only one is large enough.to achieve
.

statistical SignifiCance at the five percent level ,(two-tailed),. That

one 'significant coefficient is the effect of Central and South American

ethnicity in New Jersey. As beiore,, this single statistically. .

signifiCant effect lacks any apparent substantive significance, and

examination of these coefficients seems to confirm the conclusions

drew from the F.tests computed earlier and reported in discussion of

,Table 2: The state-specific analyses show no evidence of any s'ystematic

pattern of ethnic differences among Hispanics in achievement of

occupational earnings,power.

Perhaps the strongest.finding ,(or nonfinding) in these analyses is
e

located in results based on data for all nine states pooled together.
. ,

.

Looking at columns 2 through 6 in the next=to-last row, notice that none

of the Hispanic variables has a signifitant coefficient. Thas finding

is consistent with F tests reported earlier which shbwed that in the

pooled 9-state analysis which included state dummy variables and the

simple Hispanic indicator, H, the four Hispanic ethnicity Variables were

not statisticallY significant.[7]

17] The one divergence between earlier P test results and the
coefficients reported in Table 4 comes in columns 2 through '6 of the'
bottom row of Table 4. Notice that the,toefficient for Cuban ethnicity
is.statistically significant at the five percent leVel (two tailed).
Notice also that the Cuban effect is positive, and larger in absolute
value than the negative coefficient fot H in that same row. Thus, this
specification suggests that Cuban Hispanics do better in occupational
earnings power than non-Hispanics, other things in the basic model being
equal. However, the pooled-state modea without state dummy variables is

4 4
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After describing scores of F tests, coefficients and t-statistics)

it.seems. reasonably safe to draw some conclusions about ethnic variation

in the effect of being Hispanic on the achieveMent of occupational

earnings poWer. In brief, the findings presented so far are entirely'

/

inconsistent with the hypothesis that there are systematic patterns of'

ethnic differentiation in the process of achieving occupational earnings

power. This does not mean that the occupations of Mexican Ameritan men

are as 'high paying as the,occupations of Cuban American_men. But it

does mean that once the effects of schooling, eXperience, foreign birth

and English language ability and geographic location are held cOnstant,

the differences between the occupational earningi pow.er ok Hispanid

ethnicity groups Vanish. accordingly, I can dispense with further

consideration 6f-ethnicity variation in Hispanic-non-Hispanit

differences in occupational earningsTower. I noW turn_my attention to/

,differences between the occupational earnings power of Hispanids and non-
/

Hispanics,

THE.EFFECT OF BEING,HISPANIC ON THE
OCCUPATIONAL EARNING POWER OF MALES

Hispanic-non-Hispanic'differentials in occupational earninga power

can be produced by Hispanic-non-Hispanic differences of three sorts:

o Differences in levels of factois which affedt occupat'ional

,N

achievement. For example, different mean years Of schooling

completed by Hispanics and non-Hispanics. For purPoses of this

clearly a misspecification, both on substantive grounds, and on the

basis of.F teatsireported earner which showed statistical significance

of the state dummies$ So this "finding" is nothing more than a

methodological peculiarity, and should not be taken seriously.
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research, factors which affect occupational achievement are

limited to varlables in the basic model, race and labor market

characteristics.implicitly measured by geographic location.

o Differences in the effects of factors which affect occupational

achievement. For example, higher occupational returns to

schooling for non-H.ispanics than for kispanics would produce

occupational differences between.Hispanic and non-Hispanic.

workers, other things being equal. .

o "Unexplained" or,"residual" differences. These are differences

which persiSt after adjusting, for diffeAnces in levels and

diffdrences in effects of factors which'affect occupational

achievement.

When Hispanic and non-Hispanic workers are pooled together in a

regressionanalysis which contains no interactions between Hispanic

hackground and other variables, Hispanic-non-Hispanic differences in

levels, of factors are held constant, Hispa ic-non-Hispanic differences

..

in the effects of factora are presumed to 'be ,absent, and residual
..

differ6nces are measdred by the coeff ent of H, 'he dummy variable for

Hispanic identity. However, when regression's are fitted separately.for

HiApaniCs and for non-Hispanics c all three types of ditferences_are made

explicit. In this research, regressions are fitted to data'for

Hispanics and.non-Hispanics pooled together, and to data for Hispanics .

alone and to data for non-HispaniCs alone. But, in.this section,

qcamine only the residual affects of Hispanic identity in equations

whIch presume equal effects of basic model variables on the occupational

iar ings power of Hispanics and non-Hispanics. In subsequent sections,-

I look for Hispanic-non-Hispanics differences in the effects of basic

model variables on occupationdl earnfngs power.

4 6
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Column3011N5'able 4 allows a straightforward examination of the
. '

residual effect of Hispanic identity.on occupational earnings power. In
. ,

4
1,

.

the first,nine'rows of Table 4, entries in column 1 are the Coefficients

se

for H in regressions of log mean occupational earnings on variables in '

the basic model. Looking at the t-s tatistias for these coe fficients,

notice that significant effects of H are foUnd only in New York, New

Jersey and California (5 ptrcent significance level, two tail.ed test).

,Giving these significant coefficients, an intuitively nleaningful .

interpretation is straightforward: In New York, being Hispanic lowers a

man s occupational earning poweT about 6.5 percent:. other things.being'

equal. fn New JerSey, being Hispanic lowers odcupatónal earnings power

,,by about 7.4,percent. And in California, the effect of...Hispanic

identity is a reduction of about 5.5 'percent in occupational earnings

4 ,

power.[8]

However, in bther states, the effect of Hispanic background on

occupational-earnings povier is simply not distinguishable from zero.

Since samples in some of these other states include large'numbers of
s

Hispanics, we can dismiss the argument that staiiatical insignificance

of the Hispanic coefficients in state,-specific regreasicins is merely the

result of amall rOs. For example, the Texas analysis includes 499

Hispanic men, -but the t-statistic for H is oniy 1.02. So these results

suggest that in six of the nine states eximined here,

Hispanic-non-Hispanic differences in men's otcupationallearnings poWer

,.

[8] Other things being equal in theSe comparisons,are the things

measured by variables'in the basic model plus Tate (peasured by ,.two

dummy variables) and state of residence. Since theidepeRdenp variable

in these equations is logged, exponentiating the coefficient forH and

' then subtracting one gives the proportional effect of being Hispanic on

occupational earxiings power (see Stolzen6erg, 1979).

4s,
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/
are explained by Hispanic-non-Hispanic differences ins schooling, length

of labOr market experience, foreign birth, English language ability,. and

racial composition.(9] But in New York, New Jersey and California,
,

Hispanic-non-Hispanic differences in occupational earnings pvwer.

persist, tb the disadvantage of Hispanics, and in the face of adjustment
,

for factors in the basic model and, in some analyses, race a§ we,11.

This concludes my examination of ihe,effects on occupational earnings

power of 11 and the foUr dummy variables representing. ethnic Subgroups oft

'the,Uispanic AmetiCan population. Scores of statistics b'ave been-

considered, and dozens of statisticaL tests have have been carried out

.

in the last few pages: But the conclusion's to which, they point ard.both

easily summarized and-important!

o Ethnic subgroups of the U.S. Hispanic populatiomnre

concentrated in different states. Consequently, it is

difficult to distineish the effects of ethnicity from the

effects of living and working. in particular .places. Simple

cOmpari§ons of the occupational characterisrics of Hispanic

[9] Since racial occupational differentials are well-known to exist
and to persist after adjustment for worker characteristics and labor
market.attributes, the statistical testspresented here tesr for'the
exisfence of Hispanic occupational effects above the levels that would
be expPcted on the basis of Hispanic-non-Hispanic differentials in
acial composition. The finding of Hispanic ethnicity effects in some
butjiot all states implies that coefficients from the pooled nine-state
analysis are misleading. With that caveat stated, one can look at the
coefficient for H in the the regressions fitted to the pooled data, if
only out of curiosity.. Looking at the bottom two rows of column 1,
notice that the coefficient for H is statistically significant (two
railed test, one percent significance level) and indicates a'.net
Hispanic-non-Hispanic differential of about 4.5 percent in occupational

, earnings power. Curiously, this effect is the same when state dummy
. variabl,m are excluded*from,the regression (bottom row) as when state
dumthies: are included (next to last row). ;Although these pooled analyses
hide state differences in the effect of being Hispanid on occupational

, earnings power, they do indicate the average neeeffect of being
Hispanid on,occupational earnings power in'the nine states.
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ethnic groups are:likely to misiake the effeoqs of locAion for

the impact of.ethnicity.

o Insofar as men's achievement of occupabnal earnings power is

"A

concerned, data do not show differences among majOr ethnic

subgfoups of the U.S. Hispanic population, once the effects of
4

schooling, experience, foreign birth, English language abil4y,

location and race are taken into consideration.

o Once background factors are consiaered, Hispanic men achieve
.6

lower levels of occupational earnings power than comparable non-
.

Hispanics in thiee of the nine states considered' here. In the

A

remaining six states, Hispanic-nOn-Hispanic differentials in,

occupational earnings power are hot distinguishable from zero.

This finding is based on models which presume that-Hispanics

and non-Hispanics have equal occupational returns to schooling,

experience, Engiish language ability and other basic Modell

variables.

' I now turn my attention to the effects of schooling, experience,

foreign birth, and English language ability ,on occupational earnings

pOwer. The question I pose now is; Do these variables have the same

impact on occupational earnings p6Wer ofollispanic men as for
A

non-Hispanic males?.

4

HISPANIC'BACKG'ROUND AND THE EFFECTSfOF FORELGN'B RTH
AND OTHER VARIABLES ON OCCUPATIQNAL EARNINGS TOW

- c

Tables 5 through 8 prCsent the efiects of English languageability,

foreign birth, schooling and experience on occupaiional earnings power.

These tables have the same fOrmat as Table 2, which served As the

vehicle tor exposition of the research design for this study.

4'
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HOwever, instead of containing R-squaied'statistics and n'S' for

regression analyses, the cells of Tables 5,through 8 report the effects

on occupational earnings power of different variablesin the basic

model. Each of these tables 9ertains to the effects of only one

;

variable. Table 5 reports the effects of English language ability.

Table k reports effects of foreign birth. Table 7 indicates the impact

of schooling. And Table 8 gives,the effects of length of labor market

experience. The cells of these tables present these effects for

different racial, ethnic and geographic subgroups of the SIE sample. As

in Table.2, columns of these tables. indicate,ihe ethnic and racial group

for which a given effect is estimated, and the way that_ethnicity,and/or

race enters the equation. Rows of the tabres indicate the geographic

area for which effeCt is estimated, and the way that geography enters

the regression'equation.

Befoxe turning to these effects, it is impoitant to recall that

earlier analyses fail to find any pattern of differences among Hispanic

.ethnicity groups, after adjustment for effects of variables in the'fpasic

model and geographic location. Accordingly, it is no longer reasonable

-
to include dummy variables for these ethnicity groups in the regression

equations. So COnclusions about the effects of Spkeng, Forbor, Ed and

Ex are drawn from models which do not include the four Hispanic

ethnicity variables. But for the sake of completeness, columns one and

five of Tables 5 through 8 contain effect estimates from regressions

which include dummies,for four Hispanic ethnicity groups.
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English Language Ability

Table 5 presents the coefficients for Spkeng in all regresiions in
.

the analysis of male occupational earnings power.. Relowiach

coefficient is its t-statistic. Although Spkeng measures English

language ability"on an arbitrary six-point scale, recall that efforts to
. .

find another scaling of these six poirits faile'd to produce any increase

in the explanatory power of Spkenr Thus, while the, coefficients lor

Spkeng are not measuied in an intuitively appealing metric, group

differences in the coefficient:of is variable do indicate group

differences in the impact of English language.ability on occupational

-

. earnings power.

1 Column 2 presentS the effects o.f English language ability on

occupational earnings,power of Hispanic men. to begin, look at

t-statistics for coefficients.of Spkeng in the state-specific analyses

(the first nine rows of column 2). Notice that these t's are large --

the coefficient of Spkeng is statigtically significant for Hispanics in

all states but Florida and Colorado.[10] Also notice that the

coefficients of Spkeng-are large in all states but Florida. Even in

Colorado, where statistical significance is marginal, a difference of

only one'point on the six-point English ab_liZY scale brings'a 5.1

percent increase in occupational earnings power. In all other states

exCept Florida, the effect of English language ability is higher,

[10] Since English language ability is expected to enhance
occupatibnal'achievement, the coefficient of Spkeng is hypothesized to
have a pogitive sign. Thus, i one-tailed test is used lire. The
coefficient in.Floridwfails the test at a 10 percent significance
level.' In Colorado, the coefficient passes at the 10 per:dent level, but
fails at the 5 percent level. Coefficitnts in other states pass at
levels of 2.5 percent or Jess.
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reaching a peak of 0.1022 in.CalifOrnia, which corresponds to a 10.8

percent increase in occupat,ional earnings power for each one-point

difference on the English,language ability scale. Bearing.in mind tliat

the differenctetween speaking English "not at all" end."very well"

corresponds,to fOur scale points, the effect of English language ability

seems tb have an extraordinarily powerful effect on the pay levels of

, Hispanic men's occupations, except in Florida.

2

The small, statistically insignificant effect of Spkeng in Florida

allows diverging interpretations. Three conclusions are available, and

all are at least partially. appropriate. arst, Florida is the only,

state in which the effect of Spkeng fails to apProach,or achieve

conventionally applied levels of statistical significance. So one could

conclude that English language ability affects occupational earnings

power of Hispanicsin all states but Florida. Second, one Cemild note

that the n lot. the Florida analysis is small enough '(98 cases) to make

statistical significance a more severe test in Florida than in other

states. t'ollowing this second line of reasoning, one might.disregard

the t statistic for Spkeng in Florida and interpret the effect of

English language ability without regard for statistical significance.

Making this choice, one would conclude that the effect of English

language ability on Hispapic men s occupational earnings power.is

considerably smaller.in Florida than in the other nine states examined

here. And, third, one might argue that the unreliability prOduced by

small samples necessitates full utilization of significance tests.

Taking this third approach would, of course, dWel1 upon the

insignificance of the'coefficient fo Spkeng in Florida, and the

significAce of English language ability in other states. But this
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perspective would also lead one to calculate a confidence band around '

the coefficient of Spkeng in_Florida. Taking this third approach, one

would note that a 91 percent confidence interval around the coefficient

for Spkeng in Florida covers values as high as 0.d95.1,' giving
I.

. .

insufficient basis to believe that the effect of Spkeng'ist any lower in

Florida than in the other nine states.[ll] In brief, there is

statistical-support for each of several conflicting riews about the size
. .

of English language effects in Florida. Until.larger samples are

available for that state, thej)rudent course seemg to be to put

tentative faith in the coefficient estimates, but to follow the

significance tests in ieaving the door 'open for alternative.

interpretations: English language ability probablY has a weaker effect

on Hispanics' occupational earnings potenticq in Florida th#n in the

other states conside.red here. And since English language ability is

something more often lacking in Hispanic workers than in non-ffispanics,

there seems to be some justification for concluding that the

comparatively mi,ld effect of English language ability in Florida

provides an environment in which' many Hispanics are less disadvantage&

than they would be elsewhere in their quest for emp/byment in well-
,

pdying occupations. In other states, the cost of low English language

ability appears severe indeed for Hispanic then.

Other interesting infofmation about langhage ability can be.found

in Table 5. For example, Iodic at the coefficients of Spkeng for white

non-Hispanics. Notice that these coefficients do not reach conventional

A chi square test for the equivalence of the coefficient of,.
Spkeng (for Hispanic-men) in all nine *iates produCes a test statistic

. of 8.8547 with eight degrees of freedom. The null hypothesis thatall
nine coefficienis are equal cannot be rejected at any conventional

significance level.
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levels of F*atistical significance in six of the nine states. In the

nine states examined here, the mead of the coefficient for Spkeng is

0.0641 for Hispanics, but only 0.0165 (for white non-Hispanics. So, not
4

3 '

only are Hispanics more likely than,non:Hispanics to be leSs than fluent

in English, but the cost of,low English ability is higher for Hispanics

than,for non-Hispanics, on the average, after holding constant other

variables in the basic model.

foreign iiirth.

Table 6 presents coeffiCients for Forbor,,the variable -which

to,

indicates whether o not SIE respondents are foreignsborn. Looking at

the t-statistics for these coefficients, notice that in nearly,every

combination of state and ethnicity examined here, Forbor fails to show

statistically significant effects,on occupational earnings power. It is
.\

sonly in Nevada,that Forbor show- significant effects for Hispanicsnd

this lone findint seems to be 'More indicative of a.statistical quirk

than a general pattern. Apparently the effects of foreign birth on
_

occupational earnings power are mediated through English language

ability.[12]

Schooling

Years of school ,completed enters the basic,model -2-.:rectly:id th e'

variables Ed and Ed-squared (Ed2).". Schooling also, appêars indirectly in

Ex and Ex2, since.these expeArience measures are calculated from

, respondents age and years of school completed. Accordingly,

tt
[12] The significant effects in the tothl sample regrespions for

New York should be disregarded as biased by aggregation - these e'ffects
are not significant when'estimated separately for black nore-Hispanics,

white non-Hispanics, or Hispanics; but they do pass significance tests
when data on all three groups.are pooled.
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measurement of the effects of schooling on occupational.earnings power

requires calculation of functions of the Coefficien*Ls of Ed, Ed2, Ex and
) .

I

Ex2. StrictlY speaking, these effect measures are partial derivatives

of log occupational earnings power with respect to Ed: These partial

derivatives are comparable to ordinary regression coefficients in a

linear, additive specification in which the dependent variable is

logged. That is, these effect measures indicate the rate at which

occupational earning§ power changes as Ed changes, other things in thg

equation being equal. Theerate of chaage is expressed as proportional

change in occupational earnings power per unit change in Ed.(131

However, because the effect of schooling on occupational earnings power

is nonadditive and nonlinear, it-is necessary to select values of Ed and

Ex at which to evaluate the partial derivative. In the results shown in

Table 7, I evaluate these effects at 12 years of school and 10 years of

post-school experience. Table 7 presents t:Le effects of schooling on

occupational earnings power in the now-familiar.layout which represents.

the basic design of this study.[14] Column 2 of Table 7 gives state-

specific effects of schooling on occupational earnings power for

HispaniC men only. Notice that these effects center around 0.04, whiCh

corresponds to a four percent change in occupational earnings power per

A
additional year of school completed. More precisely, the mean effect of

-

[13.] See Stolzenberg, (1979), for.a more detailed consideration of

this and.related interpretations. The proportional change in mean
occupational earnings power pet unit change in Ed is obtained by
exponentiaEing the partial.derivative and then subtracting one. As long

as the derivative is between -.10 and +.10, the derivative itself is

approximately equal to the difference between its exponentiated value

and,one.
f14) Table 7 does not present standard errors for these effect

measures. Calculation of standard errors for these functions would have
required additional software development, which was beyond the already-

,
strained, limited resources available for this research.
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schooling for Hispanics in the nine states is 0.0393, with a high of

0.0478 in New York, and a low of 0.0247 in Calffornia. The effect in
1

California appears to be an outlier -- it is only abOUt three-quarters

the size of the next-lowest effect, and it is about-six-tenths the size

of the mean effect in the other etght states. After deleting California

from the analysis, the mean schooling effect for Hispanic's is 0.0409..

Now loOk at the schocling egects for non-Hispanic whites, in

column 4 of'Table 7. Notice that these effects are very similar,to the

schooling effects observed in the Hispanics-only analysit.: In

particular, the mean effect is 0.0392 for non-Higpanic whites, compared

to 0.0393 for Hispanics. Except for the o ier state of California,

state-specific schooling effects for Hispanics arp paralleled by state-

qpeCific schooli#g effects for non-Hispanic whites: The Pearsonian

coefficient of correlation between the effect of Ed for white

non-Hispanics and the effect of Ed for Hispanics_is 0.6517.[15] So it

appears that in states'other than California, the effect of Hispanic

men's schooling on their occupational earnings power closely parallels
1

that of non-Hispanic white men's schooling on occupational earnings
A ,u

power.
(er

It is difficult to know if the Hispanic-non-Hispanic differenbe in

the effect of Ed in California.is,a statistical quirk or a true

difference. Because the sample size in California is large for both

[15) This is the coeffiCient of correlation between the partial
derivative for Hispanics and the.partial derivative for non-Hispanic
whites, over the first eight states. This coefficient is statistically
significant at the 5 percent level (t with 6 degrees of freedom equals
1.943; one tailed test because a positive correlation is expected).
.Because schooling effects are measured with error, this correlation
understates the association between the effect for Hispanics and fhe
effect for non-Hispanics. Unfortunately, we lack standard errdrs for
these effects'and so are unable to correct the correlation for.the
deflating effect of unreliability.

56
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Hispanics and white non-Hispanics! it seems reasOnable to believe the

'

numbers and conclude tentatively that effects of schooling on
. .

occupational earM*ngs power im that state are smaller for'Hispanics than

for white non-Hitkanics416] Cne might conjecture that the low effecrof

achooling for California Hispanics is caused by differepces in

educational qualit}i: It is possible that the quality of schooling of

California's substantially Mexican-born Hispanic population is lowet

than'the quality of schooling of, tay, thesubstantially Puerto Rican

and Cuban-origin Hispanic populations of other states. But that is pure

conjecture which I.am not able to test -With aliailable resources and

data. So the finding of this section is that the data show no systematic

pattern of large Hispanic-non-Hispanit differences in the.effects of

schooling on occupational earningt power, except possibly in California.

Experience

-Table 8 preterits measures of the effect of labor force experience'

on occupational earnings power. Recall that experience is measured by

,potential years of post-school employment. Ex doei not measure the

quality of a.worker's labor force experience, but is an indicator of

time spent working. Because experience enters the basic model twice, in

Ex and'in Ex2, I again use partial derivatives to measure the effect of

experience on occupational earning poWer. As in estimation of the

(16] I hesitate to attempt any extended comparison tietween he

effects of schooling of black non-Hispanics and Hispanics. There 'are

only 25 black respondents in Arizona, 21 in New Mexico, and 53 in

Colorado, making parameter estimates for blacks in these states

virtually worthless. Nonetheless, the mean of the partial derivatives

for black non-Hispanics in the nine states i,s 0.0438 as compared to

0.0393 for Hispanics and 0.0392 for white non-Hispanics. However, the

nine-state correlation betweeri the effect for Hispanics and the effect

for non-Hispanics is -0.5143. Deleting California lowers the mean to

0.0417 and drops the correlation to -0.1855, which is virtually

identical to zero in such a small.sample.

,
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effects of sdhooling, the partial derivative is evaluated at 10 years of

experience, a time when men's careers are well under way, but too soon

for any kind of peaking to have begun.

Looking at columns 2, 3 and 4 of Table 8, notice that the effects

of experiehce are generally in the range of one to two perent.

Averaging state-specific effects over the nine states gives a mean of

1.337 for Hispanics, 1:124 for black non-Hispanics, and 1.689 for white

non-Hispanics. I suspect that these differences would not withstand

normal significance test, and so I hesitate to make much of them beyOnd

noting that white non-Hispanics 'appear tp do best at Converting their

work experience into employment in higher-paying occnpations,

non-Hispant blacks do the worst, and Hispanics fall somewhere in

between. A correlation analysis similar to the one done above for the

effects of schooling shows no significant associations between the

effects for Hispanics, non-Hispanic whites and non-Hispanic blieks. If

there are patterns in'these effects,:,I do not discern them. So it.does

not appear that Hispanic-non-Hispanic differences in the effect of labor

market experience are very large, or that they vary across states in

meaningful ways.

NvHISPANIC-NON-HISPANIC DIFFERENCES IN OCCUPATIONAL EARNING POWER

So far, my consideration of Hispanic-non-Hispanic differences in

44Cupational earnings power has focused on Hispanic-non-Hispanic

differences in the effects on earnings pOwer of schooling, expefie-nce,

English language ability,,foreign birth, and geographic location. I

have found that these variables have somewhat different effects on

Hispanics' tpnd non-Hisp.anics' occupational achievement. Now I try to

put all these -findings together in a way that allows me to evaluate how
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'much of a Hispanic-non-Hispanic occupational gap is produced by these --

and other -- factors.

To make these comparisons, I use a prpcedure called regression

standardization.. the first step im regresSion standardization is to .

select some "standard" set cf values on characteristics which appear as

independent variables in the basic model. The second step is to "pfug"

those standard values into the regression equations estimated for the

populations under consideretion., multiplying standard values on basic

model variables by their regression coefficients_and summing the

products (see Duncan, 1969, for an eXample of this commpn method). The

.result of this procedure is an estimate of the mean value on the

regression dependent variable of individuals (a) who are 'from the

populat onpn which the regression was estimated and (b) who have the

chara9feris.tics of the standard. By applying the same standard to

re essions estimated over different populations, one can compare the

probable outcomes experienced by hypothetical individuals who have the

same, specified Characteristics, but who are drawn from different

populations.

I seredt two standards: The first, I will call the "standard

native." This person has completed 12 years of schooling, 10 years of

labor force experience, speaks English "very well" but did not grow up

in a home Where English was the only.language spoken (scores 5 on

Spkeng), and was not orn in a foreign country. The second standard I

will call the "staftdard immigrant." The standard'immigrant is identical

to the standard native, except that he was born in a foreign country and

. speaks "only a few words" of English. I "plug in" the standard

immigrant and the standard native to the state-specific equations for

59



Hispanics and the state-specific equations for non7Hispanic whites. It

is important to bear., in mind that the standard native and the standard

t
immiggant have characteristics chosen,to facilitate'comparisons -- they

are not empirically observed averages.

Table 8a presents results of the standardizations. Since

occupational earnings power is-logged in the regression'analyses,
,

standardized values presented in Table 8a are measured in log dollars.

Since log dollars do not have great intuitive appeal, my,comments focus
'

on differences between standa'rdized values, which indicate proportional

differences in occupational earnings power. Different colUmns in Table

8a report results from different states. Different rows identify

different standarditations, or differences between different -

standardizations. The first and third rows use the standard native as

the standard. The first row reports results of plugging the standard

native into the Hispanic coefficient estimates in each state. The-third

row reports the result of plugging this same standard native into the

non-Hispanic coefficients. The second row reports results of plugging

the standard immigrant into the. Hispanic coefficients. The foUrth roW

gives results, of.plugging the standard immigrant into the non-Hispanic

equationt.

The bottom row of Table 8a gives the difference between HispaniC

and non-Hispanic outcomes for the standard immigrant. Negative

differences indicate that the standard immigrant does worse as a

Hispanic than as a non-Hispanic. Positive differences indicate higher
r

occupational earnings potential as a Hispanic,than as a white

non-Hispanic. Noiice that the standard inimigrant does much worse,on

occupational earnings potential than his non-Hispanic counterpart,
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except in Texas and Colorado, where the iispanTh (foes better than the

non:Hispanic. FOr example., the occupational arnings power of the
a

standard immigrant is about 20 percent wer for Hispanics in New York

than non-:Hispanics in that state.[17] The mean value in the bottom row

of Table 8a is -0.1249, indicating an verige difference of about 12

perogntage points .in favor of non- ispanics -- in occipatioRal

earnings power.

Results for standard natives re strikingly different. In four of

the nine states, the standard native does better as a Hispanic than as a

non-Hispanic. .There,are only two states in which'ocoupational earnings

potential of Hispanic and non-Hispanic standard native differs by more

than 5 percent -- about 6.3,percent in favor of,Hispanids in New Jersey

tnd about 6.3 percent in far of non-Hispanics in Colorado. The mean

difference in the nine States iS -.0078, whichcorresponds to a 0.8

percent difference in odcupational 1/4,arnings power (favoring

non-Oispanics).

/ '

i These results are remarkable indeed. The findings for standard

imm grants suggests that even if immigrants have completed high school,

their bcuptional earnings potential lags considerably behind that of

comparable non-Hispanics. In analyses of womdn's or blacks'

occupational attainment, suCh findings are often_iaken as evidence of

discrimination. But the findings for standard natives suggests that

high-school-educated Hispanics who speak English very well do not
1

achieve levels of occupatiOnal earnings powei.much different from those

of similar white non-Hispanics. The results for standard natives could

not be taken as evidence of discrimination.

[17] The ratio of Hispanic to non-Hispanic occupational earnings

potential is equal to the exponentiated.value.of the difference between

their log occupational earnings potentials. Exponentiating -.2185 and

subtracting one yields -.1963, or about -20 Percent.

6.22
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o ,

What is truly remarkable here is that poor English language ability

and foreign birthi'are occupational handicaps which may well remedy

themselves with the birth of a new generation. Though immigrants may

speak only poOr English, theft American-born children seem to have a

good oppOrt'unity to learn to 'speak English ver ell.[181.And, of

course,.these children are hot foreign born:

1

SUMMARY OF FINDING§ ABOUT OCCUPATIONAL EARNINGS POTENTIAL

The major findings of this section can be summarized as f011ows:

,

o I found no evidence that ethnic subgroups of the Hispanic male

labor force differ in their occupational earnings potential, .

once basic model variables and'geographic location are taken

into consideration.

o English languageAbility has a large effect onithe occupational

,
._

.

earnings potential of Hispanic men, except perhaps in Florida.

For white non-Hispanics the effect of English language ability

is not large:

o The data.show no pattern of systematic effects of foreign 'birth
.

12

on occupational earNngs'potentiar., '%,

o The effect of schooling is about the same for Hispanic and

white non-Hispanic men. At 12.years of schoSling, the effect 0

.

of an additional year of education is a change of about 0.4
,

, percent in occupatiopal earnings potential, net of other

factors considered here.

[18.] Note that the standard.native speaks English "very well," but ,

did, not grow up in a household in which English was the normal language.
Presumably, the children qf immigrants' children would grow up in
households in which English is the normal language.

7

o

N
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4

o The effects of experience are'modest and do nOt seem to be

' different for Hispanic than for whiteinon-Hispanic men.

Probably the most, consequential of these findings is the larie
4

EngUsh language ability effect for Hispanics. I will return to-the

implications of this and other findings in the Conclusions of this

r ort, where I address policy implications.

,

0.

v
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VI. OCCUPEdIONAL EMPLOYMENT STABILITY

In this section, I continue to examine the effects of Hispanic

background on the workers occupational achievement. As earlier, the

unit of analysis remains the individual SIE respondent, and the%

dependentIvariable is a property of the occupation in which the

individual is an incumbent. However, the property which concerns me now

ii the stability of employment rather than the earnings power which an

occupation provides for its incumbents. As discussed earlier, I measure

occupational employment stability with the proportiOn of male workers in

the occupation who worked.50 to 52 weeks during the Census year (see

earlier sections of this report for a complete description of this

variable).

' My. ,analyses of occupational emPloyment stability follow the same

design as my analyses of occupational earnings power. The tables which

present the results of these studies follow the same format as the

tables,which present the.results the earnings power regressions.

However, my discussion of tabulated results can be more brief now, since

major ideas have been introduced already, and readers are familiar with

the basic research design. Once again, I begin by examining the

R-squared statistics for analyses of occupational earnings power.

THE EFFECT OF HISPANIC ETHNICITY ON OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT STABILITY

Table 9 presents R-squared statistics and sample sizes (n's) from

regression analyses of occupational employment stability. The number of

cases in each cell is identical to the n in the corresponding celj for

the earnings power analyses. Thus, the limitations imposed,by small
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numbers of Hispanic respondents in some states (e.g., Florida), and the
A

stability of estimates allowed by larger samples in other states .(e.g.,

California') remain.' Once again, the black-boxed center section of Table

9 reports regressions in which independent variabLes are limitea tokkhe

independent variables of the basic model: Ed, Ed-squared, Ex,
_-

x-squared _SpIceng,. and Forbor. Analyses within the black box are

specific to states, racial groups, and race-ethnicity groups, so they
.r

implicitly .control for race, Hispanic background and. geographic

location.[1]

Analyses corresponding to cells outside the black box amalgamate

resp ondents from different states or race-ethnicity groups. These

II outside" cells include additional variables representing state of

residence and/or race and/or Hispahic backgrqund and/or Hispanic

ethnicity subgroup.

The initial difference between Table 9 and the corresponding tablp

for the earningf power'analysis is that the R-sqllared statistics are

considerably smaller in the'employment stability regressions thin for

the earnings power. -analyses,--Forexample,, zomsider the,staterspecific

analyses for Hispanic men shown in column tWQ of Tables 2 and 9. In the

analyses of occupational earnings power, the Mean proportion of variance

explained is 29.7 perceq. In tlie analyses of occupational ethployment

stability, the mean proportion of variance explained is about a third as

large, 10.4 percent. Similarly for the analyses done for White non-.

Hispanics: The mean proportion of variance explained in the state-

specific regressions is 32'.4 percent for occupational earnings power,

[1] Recall that analy.ses within the black bOx are done seParately
0

for Hispanics and non-Hispanics, but nqt separately for membera of

different Hispanic ethnicity griTips.

6
/
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and 9.1 'percent.for occupational employment stability. The basic model

fits the earnings power data considerably better than the employment

staLlity data. These differences could indicate a general pqtern of

weak effects of basic model variables oft employmentstability. '7,he low

R-squareds also could mean nothing more than larger amounts of random /

r-11

variation and error measurement in employment stability thSn in

occupation0 earnings power.

Columns 1,and.2 of Table 9 report R-squareds for state-spe?ific

analyses of occupational earnings power of Hispanic men only. Analyses

xeported in column 1 include dummy variables representing ethnic

subgroups of the Hispanic population. Analyaes reported in column 2 do

not include indicators.for these ethnic subgroups. Comparing columns 2

and 1 of Table 9, note that there is not much chang in R-squared when

the four dummy variables for Hispanic ethnicity are added to Ow basic

mo del: Similar kesults appear when the model is fitted to the total

sample, as reported in columns 5 and 6. Noxe formally, I carried out F

tests foi the statistical significance%of the four dummy variables

-

representing ethnic subgroups of,the Hispanic sample. In the state-

specific analyses done on Hispanics only, i is impossible to reject:the

, -

hypothesis that all four ethnicity dummies have zero .effect, except in

New Jersey (5 percent significance level). Nor are the Hispanic

ethnicity effects significant (5 percent level) in the pooled nine-
.

state data either, whether or not the regressions include dummy

variables representing itie seates (Fast two rows of Table 9). And in

.the analyses which pool together Hispanics and non-Hispanics (reported

in.columns 5 and 6 of Table 9); the four dummy variables for Hispanic

ethnic subgroup are not significant in aily of the regressions, including

New Jersey.,

qG
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As earlier, the one-anomalous sigdifilcance-test for New Jersey

seems to be more of a statisticai quirk, or a peculiarity of this one

state, than an indication of patterned subgroup differences in

occupational achievement among the Hispanic pdpulation. So the results

reported in Table 9 provide no support for.the hypothesis that ethnic'

subgroups of the population differ in their levels of ocCupational

employment stability, once the effeAs of basic. model variables are held

constant. This finding is entirely consistent with our earlier failure

to find evidence of patterned differences in occupational earnings powar

among Hispanic ethnic subgroups, onde the eff6cts of basic model

variables and geography are held constant.

fables 10 and 11 present actual regression coefficients and

t-stafistics for the fourHispanic ethnicity dummy variables. ,Table 10

reports results from analyses reported in column). of Table,9 7,- these

regressions are based on Hispanic men only. Table 11 reports results

from analyses reported in column 5 of Table 9, which were fitted to data

-on both Hispanics and non-Hispanics. Looking first at the t-stStistics

in Table 10, note that nearly all of the ethnicity coefficients are

statistically insignificant. At a 5 percent signiffCánce level (two

tailed test), significant effects are found only for Mexicans in New

Mexico and Puerto Ricans in Colorado and Nevada. The remaining 37

ethnicity coefficients in Table 10 fail to achieve statistical

significdnce: Once again, these results do not in any way suggest that

there are patterned differences in occupational achievement of Hispanic

ethnicity groups, once the effects of geogratthic location, schooling,

-length of labor force experience, foreigneerth and English language
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' ability are taken into account. ,As in the occupational earnings power

analyses,,insignificant'findings in stated with both large and small

samples suggests that the absence of significant ethniCity coefficients

results from an absence of ethnicity effects, rather tfian a shortage.of

data cases. The three anomalous significant coefficients appear to be

statistical quirks:or local peculiarities, rather than indicators of

ilatternedethnic differences.

Columns 2 tfirough 6 ofIcable 11 present ethnicity coefficients from

analyses which includesboth Hispanic and.non-HispaniC men. R-sqqareds

for these analyses were first reported in column 5 of Table 9. In

addition to the four Hispanic ethnicity variables and the basic model

variables, Oese regressions contain the-dummy variable for Hispanic

background, H, and two dummy variables for race. Lookifirst at the
4

t-statisticS for the Hispanic ethnicity coefficients in Table 11.

Notice that most of the t's are small. Indeed, significant coefficients

for the Hispanic ethnicity dummies appear only for Mexicans in NeV

Mexico, Puerto Ricans in Colorado and.Nevada, and Central and South

Americans in New Jersey (5 percent significance level, two-tailed test).

The remaining 28 Hispanic ethnicity coefficients do not pass

significance tests.[2] Once 4ain, it seems, there is no discernible

pattern of et nic differences in occupational employment stability among

Hispanic men, nce effects of basic model variables and state of

residence a e held constant.

. ,

[2) Note also that the Hispanic indicator variable, H, is not
significant in eight of the nine state-specific regressions which
*include the four Hispanic ethnicity variables. For similar rqsults when
data from all nine-states are pooled, look at the bottom two rows of
Table 11. Notice that the none of the Hispanic ethnicity .dummies have. 4.
significant coefficients in regressions fitted to the pooled analyses. .
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THE EFFECT OF BEING HISPANIC ON THE
OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT STABILITY OF MALES

Column 1 of Table 4 shows the coefficients and t-statistics of H, a

dummy,variable for Hispanic identity, in regression analyses fitted to

.bdth Hispanic and non-Hispanic men. These regressions were first

reported in column 6 of Table 9. Unlike the analyses done on Hispanics

only, these regressions presume that the effects Of basic.model

variables, geography, and race are the same for Hispanics and

non-Hispanics. That presumption is the subject of considerable

additional analysis below, but for now it is useful to entertain it for

purposes of argument and to examine the coefficient for'H in the nine

states under consideration. In the next section of this report I

consider Hispanic-mon-Hispanic. differentials in the effects of basic
al

model vatiables on OccuPational employment stability.

Looking first at, the t-statistics in,column 1 of Table 11, notice

that t-statistics'for,H are-small in most states. At a 5 percent

significance level (t.,.'o tailed test), H has a statistically significant '

effect on occupational eMpfoyment stability in only two states, Niw

Jersey ind California/ At a 10 percent level, H is significant in
-

Nevada and New MexiCo too (two tailed test). However, the large n's for

these analyses, and eSpecially the large n for Hispanics in New Mexico,

suggest that a 5 percent significance level is adequately generous. In

particular, note that the coefficients for H in both pooled 9-state

analyses fail.to pass a standard two-tailed significance test at a 5 '

percent significance.level.

Since occupational employment stability is the percentage of males

in an occupation who worked 50-52 weeks in the Census year, the

69
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coefficients for H are measured in units of percentage points. Ths, in

California, once the ef-fects of basic variable model variables and race

are held constant, the occupational employment stability of.Hispanics is

about .=..9 points lower than that of non-Hispanics. In New Jersey, the

differential is-about 5.5 percentage pointS.

An alternative interpretation of these effects is obtained by

dividing the coefficients by the mean of occupational employment

stability in the group for which the regression is fitted. The

resulting quotient is the proportional change in employment stability

(evaluated at,the mean) produced by Hispanic status. The proportional

change approach produces proportional effects of 7.97 percent-in New

Jersey and 7.12 percent in California.

Proportional effects oi 7 or 8 percent may seem large to some

readers and small to others .it iS difficult to give the 91ifornia

and New Jersey effects any more intuitive appeal without becoming purely

subjective. But the total absence of significant effects for H in seven

ofithe nine states, and in the pooled nine-State analyses too, does not

suggest broad patterns of unexplained disparity between Hispanic and non-

Hispanic men's occupational achievement. At most, these analyses

suggest that such differentials are limited to California and New

Jersey, where they are, in my opinion, moderate compared to unexplained

differentials experienced by blacks, women ana other groups which are

disadvantaged in their labor market achievement. Once again, these
0.

results are consistent with my findings about Hispanic-non-Hispanic

differences in occupational earriings power.

7G
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HISPANIC BACKGROUND AND THE EFFECTS OF SCHOOLING, LABOR FORCE

EXPERIENCE, FOREIGN BIRTH AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE ABILITY ON OCCUPATIONAL

EMPLOYMENT STABILITY

Tables 12 through 1:5 psesent the effects of basic model variables

on occupational employment stability. Table 12 gives information about

the effects of English language ability only. Table 13 reports.th'4

effects of foreign birth. ,Table 14 indicates the impact of schooling.

And Table 15 shows the effects of length of labor force experience.

These tables follow the now-familiar format of Table 2, which presentS'

the design of this study. As in Table 2, columns of Tables 12 through

15 indicate the ethnic or racial group for which an effect is

calculated, as well as the way that ethnic and race 'dummy variables

enter the regression analysis. Rows of these tables indicate the

geographic area for which the effect is estimated, and the way that

geography enters the regression eqcation. In these tables, each cell

presents an effect for a different subgroup of the sample, or from a

different regression specification.

Before turning to these effects it is important to recall that my

earlier analyses fail to detect any pattern of differendes among

Hispanic ethnicity groups, after adjustment for effecti of variables in

the basic model and geographic location. Accordingly, it is no longtr

reasonable to include dummy variables for these ethnicity groups inthe

regression equations. So conclusions about the effects of Spkeng,'

Forbor, Ed and Ex are drawn from models which do not include the four

Hispanic ethnicity variables. But, for the sake of completeness,

columns 1 and 5 of Tables.12 through 15 present effect estimates from

regressions which include dummies for four Hispanic ethnicity groups.
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English Languais Ability

Look first at column 2 of Table 12. Starting with t-statistics,

nOtice that the.effects ofiSpkeng on Hispanic menls occupational

empl4ment stability are statistically significant in five of the nine

states -7 New Jersey, Texas, Colorado, Arizona and Nevada --.and

insignificant in the remaining four.[3] This pattern of significant and

insignificant effects af Spkeng'is not easy to interpret. What creates

effects of English language Ability in New Jersey but not in the

adjacent state of New York? What creates effects in Revada but not in

adjacent California?

Perhaps this peculiar pattern of significance test outcomes results

'from a weak indicator for occupational employment stability. A weak

indicator would hav,e a relatively large random component, which would

tend to produce small t-statpistics. A full-blown test of this

explanation would be a major undertaking and is beyond the resources

available to this project. Out the small R-..squa;dd statistiCs for the

employment stability regresSions are consistent with this

interpretation.(4)

[3] One tailed test because positive effects of language ability
are expected; 5 percent significance level.

[4] The larger the proportion of the variance in a variable that is
random, the smaller the proportion of variance in the variable which can
be explained by other variables (i.e., the lower the upper bonnd on the
R-squared of a regression-model of that variable). However, the

'12-squared statistics are also consistent with the argument that Spkeng
. and other basic model variables just do not have very strong effects on

occupational employment stability. An absence of strong effects would
also produce insignificant coefficients, or peihaps coefficients weak
enough to be close to the line,which divides significant from
nonsignificant; random shocks.would drive some coefficients below the
significance level, with no apparent rhyme or reason.

7"
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To investigate further the apparent state differences in the effect

of English language abilfty on Hispanic occupational achievement, Puse

a chi square test fOr differances`among the eight largest state,-specific

coefficients of Spkeng in-the Hispanics-only analyses. (The smallest

effect is for New Mexico.) Formally, this is a test of the hypothesis

that all of the eight coefficients are equal to the mean of the eight.

At any;conventional significance level, the test fail§ tO find
_

significant differences between these eight coefficients and their mean.

That mean is 3.4335 and it has a t-statistic of 1.68, which makes it

statistically significant at' the 5 percent level (one-tailed test).[5]

So while the effects of Spkeng for Hispanics cannot be

--distinguIshedfrom-zero-in-some-states7-iiiallStates but New Mexico

these effects cannot be distinguished from tlie statistically

significant, eight:state mean of 3.4335. This findie9i suggests that the

apparently random pattern of insignificant coefficlents for SPkeng is

probably just that -- random -- and one need not concoct an explanation

-,of why English language ility affects occupatioval employment

stability in, say, New Jersey but not New York. The insignificant effect

in New Mexico does, however, persist.

Having dwelled upon significance tests at length, I now turn my

attention to the size of the English language ability effect on the

occupational employment stability of Hispanic men. Remember that

[5] I also performed a test for the equivalence of the coefficients

for Spkeng in the Hispanics-only,regression in all nine states. Thechi

square statistic is 4.57, with eight degrees of freedom, indicating that

,there is no meaninsful significance level at which the the coefficients

could be considered different from their mean. The nine-state mean is

3.2277, with a t-statistic of 1.6327. While not significant at the

conventional 5 percent level, the mean coefficient is significant at the

5.1 percent level.
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V

occupational employment stability is measured in a metric of percentage

points -- it is the percent of male occupational incumbents who w rked

50 to 52 weeks in the Census year. Recall also that the differen e

between speaking "only a few words" of English and speaking English

"very well" corresponds to a difference,of three points on Spkeng.

Multiplying three times the eight-state'mean coefficient of Spkeng give

an effect of 10.3 percentage-pOints.

However:putting the effect of Spkeng into a proportional metric/

seems to give it more intuitive appeal. The proportional effect is

measured at the mean of occupational employment stability in each state

except New Mexico. The avgsage_ of_these_propontioxlaleffects is

0.167 In other words, in these eight states, the average net effect

I

,
.

of impILng language ability from "just a few words" of English to
v.

speaking English "very well" would be an increase in occupational

employment stability of about one-sixth. This effect seems to be

substantial, but hardly as strong'as the impact of English language

ability on the occupational earnings power otHispanics.

To conclude this discussion of the effects of Spkeng on

occupational employment stability, turn to column 4 of Table 12. Notice

that the t-statistics are all small. English language ability has no

significant effects on occupational employment stability of white non-

Hispanics irany of the nine states examinea here. Once again,

Hispanics are not only less likely to speak English well than

non-Hispanic workers, but I find that the cost of poor English language

ability is higher for Hispanics than for non-Hispanics.

[6] At the mean, assuming a coefficient of 3.4335 for. Spkeng, the
proportional effects of a three-point change in Spkeng are as follows:
NY, .166; NJ, .172; FL, .145; TX, .166; CO, .158; AZ, .167; NV, 1189;
CA, .171. The average of these eight values is 0.167.8
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Toreign Birth

Table ,13 presents the coefficients for Forbor in the regression

analyses of occupational earnings pbwer. Looking first at column 2,

notice that t-statistics for the effects of Forborare generally small.

------- For Hispanic men, only in Nevada is the coefficient for Forbor

statistically significant (5 percent level, two-tailed test).. Looking

at column 4. notice that t-statistics for the Forbor coefficient are

generally small for white non-Hispanics too. For white non-Hispanic men

the effect of Forbor is statistically significant onfyrin New Mexico for

white non7Hispanics. The significant coefficients fpr non-Hispanic

whites in New Mexico and Hispanics in Nevada appear to be nOthing more'

than'peculiarities or statistical quirks, and certainly not an

indication of patterned effects of foreign birth on the occupational

employment stability of Hispanic or non-Hispanic men in the nine states

considered here.

Schooling

Table 14 gives.the effects of schooling on occupational employment

stability. As before, these measures are partial derivatives which are

evaluated at 12 years of schooling. They indicate the change in

occupational employment stability per additional y

completed. Since occupational employment stabilit

r of school

is measured in

percentage points, these effects are measured in percentage points t000

Unfortunately, I do not have standard errors'for these effect measures,

and so it is not possible to compute significance tests for them. But

if prior.results with occupational employment stability are a guide,

differeac,es among states in the effects of, schooling are probably not

significant.

0



For Hispanic men, the mean effect of schooling in-the

State-specific regressions is 1.0668. For white non-Hispanic men, the

mean effect of schooling in the state-specific regressions is virtually

the same, 1.^760.[7] There does not seem to be any differential between

Hispanics and white non-Hispanics in the effect of schooling on

occupational employment stability.'

One final question about the effects of schooling is extremely,

impOrtant: Now that we have some evidence that these effects are about

the same for Hispanics.and non-Hispanic whites, are they big enough to

be considered imPortant for either group? To improve the intuitive°

appeal of'these effect measures, I convert them to .proportiona ffects.

That is, in each state, I divide the partial derivative for Hispanics by

the mean of occupational employment stability for Hispanics in that

state, and I divide the partial derivative for white non-Hispanics by

the mean of occupational employment stability for white non-Hispanics in

that state. The resulting quotients indicate the proportional change in

occupational employment stability per year of additional schooling. For

Hispanics, the mean of these state-specific proportional effects is

0.0172. For white non-Hispanics, the mean is nearly the same,

.0.0,154481-

[.7] The standard deviation of the effects for Hispanics is 0A&295.
For white non-Hispanics, the standard deviation is virtually identiba1,
0.4284. The correlation between the'Hispanic and white non-Hispanic
state-specific schooling effects is -0.1286, which is exceedingly small
for an n of 9, and is statistically indistinguishable from zero at any,
conventional significance level, one or two tailed test.

[8] For Hispanics and white non-Hispanics, respectively, the state-
specific proportional effects,are as follows: NY: .0126, .0211; NJ:
.0267,.0228; FL: .0065, .0105; TX: .0141, .0206; CO: .0186, .0206; NM:
.0238, .0031; AZ: .0274, ..0103; NV: .0125, ..0145; LA: .0120, .0151.
These effects are evaluated at 12 years of schooling.

76 .
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Characterizations of numbers as laige or small are necessarily

subjective, and readers might find these effects substantial. HoweV

they seem small indeed to me, since they indicate that the effect

completing 12 years of school.(rather thail 11).is to increase

occupational employment stability by a proportion of only three two-

hundredths.. For purposes of comparison, recall that the net effect ofve

change in English language ability from just a few words" to speaking

/

English "very well"l(rai+ the occupational employment stability of

Hispanics by about one-sixth--an effect nearly 10 times as large as the

schooling effect. So, in comparative as well as absolute termp,

schooling does not seem to be an important determinant of occupational

employment stability,jor of Hispanic-non-Hispanic differences in

occupational employment stability.

Experience

Table 15 shows the ekfect of an additional year oP experi nce on

.

the Occupational employment stability of SIE respondents. Once gain,

these effects are partial derivatives evaluated at ten years of

experience. As with the effect of schooling, I amAinable to pre.sent

t-statistics for these experience effects. But if other variablesin

these equations can serve as a guide, the effect of experience on

ccupational employment st'ability does not seem to vaty substantially

from state to state.- Indeed, the effect of'experience seems small, even

inconsequential, for Hispanics, and very nearly so for white

ndn-Hispanics. More specifically,. the mean effect of an additional year

of experience is an increase of 0.42 points in occupational employment

stability for Hispanics, and 0.63 points for.white non-Hispahics.
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Following the by-now-EdMiliar procedure for expressing these effects as
....

proportional changes in occupational.employment stability gives a mean
'

gifect of 0.0068 for Hispanics and 0.0090 for white non-Hispanics. That

is, an additional year of experience increases occupational employment

stability by about one-One-hundred and-forty-seventh for Hispanics, and

by about one-one-hunOred and-eleventh for white non-HispaniCs.(9) These,

effects seem so small that I see no point to discussing them further.

If they are statistically significant, which ps doubtful, then they

surely seem to be substantively insignificant.

'IN SUMMARY: HISPANIC-NON-HISPANIC DIFFERENCES IN
. OCCUPATIONAL EMPLOYMENT STABILITY

/.
My findings about occupational employment stability are generally

consistent with my earlier findings about occupational earnings power.

Occupational employment stability differences. among Hispanic pthnic

groups do not persist after the effects of schooling, labor foice

experience, English language, foreign birth,end geographic location are

held constant. The few ethnic, 'fferences between Hispanic ethnicities

that survive signific ce te appear to be local peculiarities ox

statistical quirks rather.than evidenCe of patterned differences.

In other analyses I examine Hispanic-non-Hispanic differences in

Occupational earnings power. Some of .these analyses do, and some do

not, presume that basic model variables-affect the employment stability

of Hispanics in the same way they affect the employment stability of non-

(9) The proportional effect is evaluated at the mean of
occupational employment stability in each state by dividing the partial
derivative by the mean of occupational employment stability.
Proportional effects fgr Hispanics and white non-Hispanics,
respectively, are as follows: NY: .0085, .0072; NJ: .0108, .0083; FL:
.0043, .0091; TX:A.0099, .0069; CO: .0063, .0101; NM: .0076, .0119; AZ:
-.0003, .0085; NV: .0052, .0110; CA: .0092, .0077%.
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Hispanics. In the analyses which presume equal effects for Hispanics

and non-Hispanics, controlling for geographic location and basic model

variables cause Hispanic-non-Hispanic differentials in occupational

employment stability to vanish in seven of the nine states included in

404

this stud

In the analyses which do not presume that baSic model variables

-
have equal effects on the occupational achievement of Hispanics and non-

Hispanics, my main findings are as follows:

4

A.

o English language,ability has strong effects on occupational

-
empJoyment stability for Hispanics, but not for white non-

,

Hispanics.

o Net of other variables in the model, foreign birth' has no

direct effect on occupational employment stability of Hispanics

or non-Hispanics. If foreign birth has any effects at all,

they are mediated thrOugh English language ability, schooling,

experience or geographic location after immigration to the U.S.

o The effect of schooling on occupational employment stability is

about the same for Hispanics and non-HispanicS, and is very

small. Large increases,in the schooling of Hispanics would

have only very modest effects on their occupational employment

stability.

o The effect of length of lab8r force experience on occupational

employment stability of Hislianics is so small as to be

inconsequential, in my opinion. For white non-Hispanics, the

;

effeOt is nearlTas smallAand insufficient to have even modest

impact on occupational employment stability.
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Once again, English language ability appears to be the main driving

.force in expiaining occupational dafferentials between Hispanics and non-

Hispanics who live in the same state. If Hispanics end up En

oCcupations with less stable employment patterns than the occupations of

comparable non-Hispanics, it is probably because English language

ability is both more important En explaining the occupational

achievement of Hispanics, and less likely to be present in Hispanic

workers than in non-Hispanic workers. '
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VII, OCCUPATIONAL nOCIOECONOMIC STATUS (SES),

In this section, I examine the effects of Hispanic background on

occupational socioeconomic status. Occupational status is the last of

the three occupational properties which are considered in this report.

With some straightforward exceptions, the results reported in this

section are mUch like those rePorted for other Occupational,

characteristics. This similarity of findings, combined with repetition

f the same reseArch design and methodology I have alraady described at

length, allow me to presume the reader's familiarity with the method,
VA.

data and perspective which I apply to this problem. So I will be brief

here, in the belief that extensive explanations are not necessary and

that brevity will Involve no loss of clarity.

HISPANIC ETHNICITY, HISPANIC BACKGROUND AND SES

Turn'first to Table 16, which presents R-squared statistics and n's

for the regression analyses of SES. N's are identical to sample sizes

in the previous analyses. But the R-squareds are the largest of any

reported yet. As before, I stat by looking Tor effects of membership

in different Hispanic ethnicity groups on the occupational dchievement

of Hispanic men. Comparing the R-squareds in column 1 with those in

column 2, notice that adding four Hispanic ethnicity dummy variables has
.

almost no effect on the variance explained by ihe basic model in the

Hispanic state-specific analyses. Formal significance tests confirm

this observation: The Hispanic ethnicity effects are not significant at

any conventionally used signiEicance level in any of the nine states.[1].

Th 'insignificance of tfiese effects in states with large Hispanic

(1 That is, the null hypothesis that,all four coefficients are
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9

samples once again suggeSts that it is an absence.of ethnicity effects,

and not small sampre size, that is giving negative test results. And

the microscopic effects of these Hispanic ethnicity variables on the

R-squareds in both large and smalt1 states suggests that whether or not

these effects are statistic-ally significant,.they are substantivdly

trivial.

Similar results occUr In the state-specific analyses which pool

Hispanic and non-Hispanic male workers. Comparing R-squareds' for

columns five and six of Table 16, note once again that Oa four Hispanic

ethnicity dummies'add only trivially tothe variance explained by basic

s

model variables, dummies for race and a single dummy for Hispanic

background. Formal significance tests are negative in 411 nine of these

state-specific analyses, as well as in the two regressions in which data

from all nine states are pooled.[2) pi short, theskanalyses show no,

support for the hypothesis that different ethnic subgroups of the

Hispanic Male labor'force differ.in their occupational socioeconomic

status, once the effects of geographic locationand variables in the

basic model are held constant:

Table 17 presents the actual coefficients fo the Hi panic

ethnicity variables in the state-specific, HispanZcs-only analyses. Out..

of 32 estimated coefficients in these nine,regressions, not one is

significantly different from zero (two tailed-test, 5 percent,

significance level). So it does hot seem that the F-tests and R-squareci

statistics have buried significant effect's for one ethnic group among

insignificant effects for the others.

equal to each other and to zero cannot be rejected at the 1, 5 or 10

percent significance level. A separate tests is computed in each,State.

[2) The F tests are the same as those described in the last
footnote, as are their outcomes.

8s)
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Columns 2 through 6.of Table 18 present ethnic SAbgr,-oup effects

from the state-specific analyses in which Hispanic and non-Hispanic male

NA, w.rkers are pooled together'. These results are the estimated

co fficients of the Hispanic ethnicity variables, along with their

tatistics. OUt of 41 ethnicity coefficients in these.regressions,

on lone has a statistically significant'effect (two-tailed test; 5

percent significance level). So, once again, the R-squared statistics

seem to have concealed nOthing: The Hispanic ethnici\ty coefficients

provide no empirical support for the hypothesis that ethnic subgroups of

the male Higpanic labor force differ in their occupational 'ocioeconomic

status, once the effectsjof geographic location, schooling, length of

labor force experience, English language ability, and foreign girth are

held constant.

Column 1 of Table 18 presents the coefficients of H from state-

specific analyses of pooled data on Hispanic and non-Hispanic men.

These analyses do not include dummy variables for ethnic subgroups of

the Hispanic population. Only in California is the coefficient fot H

statistically significant (5 percent level, two tailed test). This lone

effect from California is difficult tO interpret by itself; I merely

take note of it and conclude that, except in California, these results

do not support the hypothesis that Hcspanic men's occupational status

Aiffers from the occupational status of non-Hispanic men, once the

effects of geographic location and basic model variables are held

constant.
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EFFECTS OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE ABILITY.; SCHOOLING, LENGTH OF LABOR

FORCE EXPERIENCE AND FOREIGN BIRTH'

I now turn to Hispanic-norAispanic differences in the effects of -

'

English language ability, schooling, length of labor force experience,

and foreign birth on occupational SES. As in the analyses of

*

occupational earnings poWer and occupational employment stability, my

finding of_no Hispanic ethnic subgroup effects makes it inappropriate to

look for these differences in equations which include dummies for

Hispanic ethnic subgroups. Thus, whilethe tables in this s'ection are

based on equations with and without Hispanic ethnic dummies, my

discussion and conclusions focus only on the equations which do not

include the ethnic subgroup'variables. Results from equations with

subgroup dummies are included in the tables fol. completeness only.

English Language Ability

Looking at column 2 of Table 19, notice that t-statistics are not

uniformly large. adeed, the Hispanics-only equations show significant

effects of Spkeng in New York, Texas, Arizona, Nevada and California,

and insignificant effects in New Jersey, Florida, Colorado and New

.Mexico (one-tailed tests, 5 percent significance level). However, the

effect for New Jersey is significant at the 10 percent level.[3] Given

the small sample size there, a 10 percent level does not seem at all

unreasonlble. So the state-specific t-tests suggest that English

langu'age ability has significant effects on occupational SEI in six of

the nine states.

[31 In addition, the coefficient of Spkeng in New Jersey is not
significantly different from the coefficient in the adjatent state of,

New York (t = 0.9954; two tailed test; any conventionally applied
significance level).

k
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Because SE1 is measured on a arbitrary scale which lacks intuitive

appeal, it' is perennially difficult to state the effects of SEI on other

variables in an intuitively appealing metric. problem. The usual

sociological solution is to express effects in standardized units, such

as standard deviations of change in SEI per standard deviation of change

in Spkeng. But the standardized effects approach bogs down when

comparisons are made between groups which do not have identical standard

deviations on both independent and dependent variables.[4] Perhaps the

most workable solution is to estimate the effdbt on SEI of some

intuitively-meaningful change in Spkeng, and then to identify two

-

occupations which are about as far apart on the SEI scale as that

effect.

As before, I use a three-point difference on Spkeng to repres.ent a
4

large ch.ange in English language ability. Three points represents the

difference between speaking "only a few words" of English and speaking

the languageThvery well." Table 19 shows that the strongest effect of

Spkeng on Hispanic men's SEI is in New York. \In New York; a three-

point change in Spkeng would produce about a 12-point change in

[4) To illustrate the problem, suppose that there were more
variance in English language ability of Hispanic than non-Rispanics,
but more variance in occupational status of non-1 panics'than
Hispanics. Suppose also that a one-point change o the Spkeng scale
produced exactly the same number of points of change the SEI scores
of Hispanics and non-Hispanics. Under these conditions, the'
standardized effect of Spkeng would be larger for Hispanics than for non-
Hispanics, even though a one-point change in Spkeng would lead to the
same change in occupatiónal SEI for both groups. These difficulties

'apply to comparisons between states as well as to comparisons between
Hispanics and non-Hispanics. See Duncan (1969) for a related example;
Duncan analyzed sccioeconomic status differences between blacks and
whites using standardized effects, but his major conclusions were drawn
from analyses of earnings measured in dollars rather than in standard

. deviations of the distribution of dollar earnings.
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SEI--roughly the difference between the occupations laborer and

carpenter. In Florida, where the effect of Spkeng on SEI is weakest, a

three-point change in Spkeng would produce about a four-point change in

SEI--roaghly the difference between laborer and hospital attendant.[5]

The mean coefficient for Spkeng in the nine state-specific

regressions fitted to just Hispanics is 2.4651. Three times this

coefficient yields an effect about halfway between the effects in
..

Florlda and New York. To me, the average effect seem mod4st, though

perhaps it is best to leave to each reader the characterization of these

effects as large or small. ..

Turn now to the effects of Spkeng on SEI for white non-Hispanics

" .

reported in column 4 of Table 19. Notice that statist'cally significant

coefficients are obtained oniy in New Jersey and Colorado (one tailed

test, 5 percent significance level). These findings do not seem to .

i,

indicate a pattern of sirong English language ability effects on

occupational SEI for whit,L non-Hispanics. Indeed, the data suggest that

English language ability has no effects on SEI for white non-His'panic

mpn. So while it may be difficult to characterize the effects of Spkeng

as strong or weak for Hispanics, it is straightforward to note that

English language ability undoubtedly has more of an effect on SEI for

Hispanics than for white non-Hispanics.

..

Foreign Birth

Table 20 presents the coefficients for Forbor., Looking at the

t-statistics for these coefficients in column 2, notice that Forbor does

not have a statistically significant effect on the SEI of Hispanics in

[5] These comparisons are necessarily crude. See Blau and Duncan

(1967:122-3) for the source of these examples.

8G
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any of the nine states considered here (5 percent level, one tailed

test). Looking in column 4, notice that the coefficient for Torbot is

statistically significant only in New Mexico (5 percent level, one

tailed test). This one significant coefficient seems very much 'a

peculiarity or statistical quirk rather than an indication of patterned

effects of foreign birth .on occupational socioeconomic status.

Schooling

Table420.shows the effect of schoolinglon SEI, in SEI points per

additional year of school, evaluated at 12 years of school completed and

10 years of labor force experience. The mean of the nine state-specific

c*.

schooling effects is 3.7546 for Hispanics and 3.6931 for white non-

Hispanics. Although there is more state-to-state variation in these

effects forHispanics than for white non-Hispanics, the variability does

not seem substantively significant.[6] That is, it seems fair to

summarize these results as showing that for both Hispanics and non-

Hispanics, there is about three to four points of change in occupational

SEI per$additional year of schooling, other things being equal.

Once again, characterization of these results as large or small is

very much a subjective matter. Certainly one additional year of

schooling does not produce large effects on occupational SEI. But large

increases in schooling do produce large increases in SEI. For example,

if these effect measures are approximately the same at 9, 10 and 11

/)

[6] The standard deviation 6f these effects over the nine states is
6.6252 for Hispanics and 0.3216 for white non-Hispanics. Although
standard errors for effect estimates are not available, error estimates
for other variables serve as a crude guide.and suggest that state-to-
state variation of effects about these means is well within the xange
expected on the basis of estimation error. Indeed, the differences
between schooling effects for Hispanics and white non-Hispanics do nox
seem to be substantively or statisticaLly significant.

87
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years of schooling as they are at 12, then these findings would suggest

that a high school education tends to produce a 12 to 16 point

improvement in SEI. other things being equal. That is about the SEI

difference between a potter and a welder..

Length of Labor Force Experience

Table 21 presents the effects of labor force experience on

occupational SEI. As before, these effects are evaluated at ten years

of experience. Comparing columns 2 and-4-indicates state-specific

differences in the experience effect's for Hispanic and white

non-Hispanic men. Comparing those columns, notice that the effects of

schooling are consistently larger for non-Hispanic whites than for

Hispanics. More specifically, the mean effect for Hispanids is 0.4817

SEI points per year. The mean effect for white non-aispanics is 0.7529

points per year, or 1.64 times as large as the effect for Hispanics. In

other words, if one measures men's occupational success with the Duncan

socioeconomic index, then,it appears that occupational careers of

Hispanics tend to be flatter than the occupational careers of

non-Hispanics.(71

SUMMARY: HISPANIC-NON-HISPANIC DIFFERENCES IN

OCCUPATIONAL SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS .

Before summarizing my findings about Hfspanic-non4lispanic differences-

in occupational SES, it is important to stiess once-again that these

analyses and findings are useful primarily as a supplement to my earlier

(7] A more complete picture of the effect of experience on
occupational achievement would look at thg the changing impact of

experience over the life cycle. To do that properly, one would need

life cycle (i.e., career, or individuaPhistory) data, which we do not

have. Therefore, I merely note the experience effects which are
apparent in my analyses, but do not make much of them. Experience

enters my models more as a statistical control than as a means of

measuring career patterns. 8 L,
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studies of Hispanic-non-Hispanic differences in occupational earnings

powgr and occupational steadiness ofemployment. Because employment

policy tends to concentrate on eainings and unemployment problems, SES

does not have the direct bearing on pollcy issues that earnings power

aod steadiness of employment have.. But nonpecuniary aspects of

employment are not entirely irrelevant to employment policy, and the

occupational socioeconomic indek gives a wide-angle view of the

occupational scepe, though it loses detail in the process.

The key findings of the SEI analy s are as listed below. Once

again, I caution that these summaries of conclusions leave out important

qualifications and supplemental information, and I urge readers to

,conLder the more detailed earlier statements of these findings above.

o As before, I find no pattern of differences among Hispanic

ethnicity groups in occupational status achievement, once the

effecis Of schooling, length of labor force experience, foreign

birth, English language ability and geographic location are

held constant.

o Net of other factors, English language ability has only modest

effects on occupational status achievement of HisPanic men. In

three of the nine states considered, that effect is not

statistiOally significant. However, the effects of English

language ability on the occupational SES of Hispanic men is

considerably stronger than its effect on the occupational SES

of non-Hispanic men.

o Net of other factors, foreign birth does not affect thg

occupational status of Hispanic or non-Hispanic men. The

effects of foreign birth appear to be mediated through other

variables, such as English language ability.

e
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o The effects of schooling on SES are about the same for

Hispanics and non-Hispanics,-Other things equal. The net

impact of schooling is moderate for both groups.

'Nis terminates the bulk of my empirical analyses. I now turn to

the broader implications of my findings.

(4-3
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY

This report has presented the results of hundreds of regression

analyses, significance tests, and other statistical procedures. Volumes
0

could be written drawing out the ful d tail of these statistics. But

the main findings of these analyses are sufficiently consistent, strong

and suggestive that a few paragraphs suffice to summarize important

results and draw out major implications. Before presenting those

findings, I once again remind the reader to consider cartlfully the

limitations inherent in this study. In particular, data are drawn from

a 1975 survey which was designed for purposes other than my own. Not

all variables that might be included in my aqalyses are present. Not

all places where Hispanics live in the United States are'included in My

computations. Sample sizes are painfully small in,places where interest.

is particularly strong, such as Florida. And the concentration of

different Hispanic e\thnicity subgroupi in different areas of the country

immeasurably complicate6 my efforts to distinguish the effects of

geographic location from any possible effects of ethnicity subgroup

membership. Nonetheless, the data I use here are the best available,

and the alternative to using these imperfect data is the even worse

procedure of consulting unsupported preconceptions and hunches about a

c

very complicated process. Prepared by these caveats, I now turn to the

conclusions,and implications of my research.

Perhaps the most consistent finding irgis stiidy is an absence of

occupational differences among Hispanic ethnicity subgroups, once the

effects of geo phic location, schooling, experience, loreign birth and
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English langugge ability are held- constant. This finding seeMs to imply

hat one need not resort to complicated theorips to explain why some

Hispanic ethnic subgroups do better occupationally than others.

Controls for a few simple variables, plus recognition that occupational

distributions vary geographically, make ethnic occupational .

1

differentials vanish. Another implication of this finding would seem to

be that policies and programs aimed at Hispani ers do not have to.

be tailored tc5 the characteristics of specific H 6ani,c ethnicity

groups. Tailoring to local labor market conditions, to persons With

particular levels of schooling, and to persons with given levels of
t -

English language ability certainly may be appropriate. But ethnic

differences among Hispanics per se do not seem to play an important role

in Hispanic occupational achievement in the contemporary United States.

A second, important conclusion to be drawn from this research

concerns the effects of schooling oft occupational achievement. The

effectS of a single year of schooling appear to be sufficiently modest

that it takes large educational differentials to produce large

occupational differentials. .Fot low-iricome.workers who have already."'

entered the labor force or who are nearing the aie of labor force entry,

the opportunity cost of a year of schooling is vbry dear. For the poor,

who spend a larger proportion of their inCome on necessities than the

nonpoor, the cost of sending a working-age man or boy to school instead

of to work.may well be measured in meals foregone by his family, Winter

days without heat in his home, or illnesses of his siblings or children

left untreated.byaqindhysician (see Wall Street Jounal, 1962). In the

eyes of the poor, the occupational returns to schooling may well seem
, .

insufficiently strong to suggest increases in years of schooling as a

method of boofting occupational quality.

9 `14.0
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In...contrast, the occupational'effects of learning to speak English

,appear to be very strong. Indeed, it seems that reducing hours of work

to attend English language classes might well be a very worthwhile

investment, even for those who would suffer fairly severe deprivations

from temporary reductions'in already-low eatnings. So if there is to be

a policy which fosters occupational improvement by altering the

characteristics of Hispanic workers who do not Speak English, the

results reported here suggest that these programs focus on teaching
f

English rather than on moving Hispanics along traditional educational'

pathways in Spanish. In partivlar, these findings suggest that

providing traditional school curricula in Spanish for

non-English-speaking Hispanics.is not an'efficient way to raise the

occupational earnings potentizl of Mispanic men. Viewed from the,

standpoint of occupational earnings potential, it would seem more

efficient to teach only English than to tea'ch other subjects in Spanish.

Although the subject of discrimination is not addresSed directly in

this docuTt, the regression equations described here, and especially -

the standardizations based on these regressions, are very similar to the

,
regressions and standardizations used in many studies of discrimination.

The standardizations involving a "siandard immigrant" would, ia many

situations,.be taken as evidence of discrimination against Hispanics --

a hypothetical person was allocated to a worse occupation when treated

as a Hispanic than When treated as a white non-Hispanic. However,

changing that hypothetical person's country of birth to the United

States, and changing his English language ability from poor to very good

virtually eliminates differences in occupational quality, and therefore

0
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makes "discrimination" vanish. If these results really do tell us

somethingibout occupational disdrimination, they seem to be saying that
1

new immigrant American Hispanics suffer strong discrimination, but their

.English-speaking children do not. This suggest a pattern of

occupational discrimination against Hispanics which is very different

from the occupational discriminaVon experienced by U.S. blacks, whose

average occupational standing remains below that of comparable whites

generation after generation, with no real relif apparent in the near

term. This finding is at once a source of optimism about the future of

Hispanics in the United States, and a sad commentary on the continuing

history of social and economic inequality experienced by American

blacks.

ft

.



Table 1: CANONICAL CORpELATION ANALYSIS OF THE OVERLAP BETWEEN
EOGRAPH1C LOCAT1ON.AND ETHNICITY OF THE HISPANIC POPULATION

Specifi- Geographic Areas Included in Analysis Variance

cation and NuMber pf DUa Cases Explained

(Note aj (Note b) (Note c)

1 8 SMSA's with at least 145 SIE data cases (note d) 80%

n=1701

2 9 SMSA's with at least 100 SIE data cases (note p) 79%
n=1804

3 12 SMSA's With at. least 75 SIE data cases (note f) 80%

n=2061
A

4 9 States with at least 200 SIE data cases 80%

(TX, NM, CA, CO, NY, AZ, NJ, NV, FL)
n=4061

5 14 States with at least 100 S1E data ceses 77%

(TX, NM, CA, CO, NY, AZ, NJ, NV, FL, IL, ID, WY, UT, CT
n=4901

Notes:
(a) Computed from Survey.of Income and Education. Sample limited to

Hispanics in specified geographic areas who were members'or the
experienced civilian labor force. Results herd are from canonical
correlation of dummy variables for four-Hispanic ethnkcity categOries
with dummy variables representing all but one of the.geographic areas
identified in table. Hispanic ethnicity,categories represented by

dummy variables are Mexican, Puerto Rican, Central and South AMerican

and Cuban. To avoid multicolinearity, a dummy for the remaining
dthnicity category, "Other Spanish," Is excluded"from the analysis.

-
(b) To avoid multicolinearity., the last geographic area listed in each

specification is not represented by a dummy variable in the canonical
correlations analysis. Each other geographic area is represented by a

Uummy vaniable. For.,example, the first analysis includes dummy
variables for each of 7 SMSA's.

(c) PropoAtion of variance explained by'the first two canonical variates.
Higher ordersvariates contributed negligibly to explained variance.

(d) SMSA's re Los Angeles, New York, Albuquerque, San Antonio, Denver,
Chicagd, Miami, and Phoenix.

(e) SMSA's are those listed in (d) plus Jersey City.

(f) SMSA's are those listed in*(d) and (e) plus Salt Lake City,
Washington, D.C,, and El Paso.



Table 2:

. 4

c

R2 a'nd Sample Size for Regression of Ln MaINvage on Ed, Ed2, Ex, E42,
§PKENG, and FORBOR with and w/out Race tthnial2ky and Geographic
Variables.for Male ECLF.

.

New York

New Jersey

HISPANICS
Model-with Model w/o
' Ethnicity Ethnicity

Dummies Dummies

ry

NONHISPANICS

WHITE .BLACK

TOTAL
Model with
Ennicity
Dummies

(b)
. ,

SAMPLE
M6del with

simple Hispanic
dummy only

. (a)

9

0.2647
163

0.2622
163

.

0.1994
260

0.3507°
2300

OAT :Ogee
,

0.3234 0.2389 0.2800 0.3906 0.3992 6-0.3959
133 .133 255 3096 3518 3518

Florida
Of3278 0.2472 0.1843 0.3000. 0.3576 0.3547

98 98 199 1055 1354 1354 ,

Texas (,,. . .

0.31127 0.3329 0.2844...... 0.3048 '023538 0.3523
499 499 258 w . 2062 2832 '2832

Colorado
0.2437 0.2361 0.5559 0.3068 0.3205 0.3200

198 198 53 1889 2155 2155

New Mexico
0.3300 - 0.3238 0.4412 0.3324 0.3723 0.3710

468 468 21 856 .1407 11407-

Artzona
0.2786 0.2778 0.3890 0.3016 0.3246 0.3246

187 187 25 1128 1384 1384

Nevada
0.3955 0.3771 . 0.1847 .:0.2857 0.3161 0.3150

130 130 143 2530 2856 2856

California
0.3775 0.3741 0.3419 0.3431 0.3835 .0.3830

396, 396 174. 2171 2843 2843

9 States
WITH 0.3297 0.3244 0.2746 0.3340 0.3793 0.378T

. State 2272 2272 1366 17,087 713-6 .7136

Dummies
9 States
WITHOUT 0.3126 0.3000 0.2619 ,0.3324 0.3762 0.3753
State 2272 2272 1366 17,087 7136
DUmmies

.7136

Notes: a model.includes H but no Hispanic ethnicity variables

b model includes H nd ilispänic ethnicity variable
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TABLE 3: Rispanic Ethnicity Effects in Regressjon of LnMalewage on'Ed,
Ed2, .Ex, Ex2, SPKENG, FORBOR, and Dummies for Membership in
Four Kispanic Ethnicity Groups, by State, with t-Statistics
for:the Hispanic Male Experienced tivil4en.Labor Force.

Mexjcan Puerto Rican Cuban .

Central & South
American

New York

New Je'rsey

(1) (2) (3) (4)

a
.0412

/

.0482
(0.43)

.0631'
(0.72)

-.2609
(-0.73)

-.0404
(-0.42)

-.0403
(-0.40)

-.3371
(-3.04)

-.Florida
-.0492 .0038 .1395 -.2373

(-0.27) (0.02) (1.22) (-1.45)

,....TeXas

-.0980 .2634 .0742 -.3898
(71.26) (1.23) (0.42) (-1.47)

- .
Colorado

.0497 .1695 -.0688 .1640.
(0.87) (0.75) (-0.35) (0:851

New Mexico, ,

.0478 . -.2553 .

(1-.79) . a a (-0-.91)
1.

Arizona
.0377

(0.38)
-.0031
(-0.01) a i'15?-117

Nevada
.0130

(0.1(9
.4464

(1.78)
-.0212
(-0.17)

.0468
(0.29)

California
.0005 -.0569 .0433

(0.01) (-0.2) (1,08) '(0.53)

9 States
WITH - -.0170 .0229 .1270 -.0114
State (-0.69) (0.70) (3.47) (-0.35)
Dummies:1/4,

9 States
WITHOUT -.0025 .0064 .1485 -.0246
State (-0.12) (0.22) (4.76) (-0.76)
Dummies

.

Notes: a insufficient cases to estimate.equation in this cell, or to
use this Variable ih model

97



Table 4: )Hispanic ethnicity Ef ects in Regression of LnMWageen
Ed; Ed2, Ex, Ex2, SPKENG, FORBOR, and'Various Hispanic Indicator

Variables by State with t-statistios, for the Toial Male Experienced

Civilian Labor Force.
a

(b)
H

(c)
ME

(c)
PR

\ (c)
CU `

t (c)
CE

(c) .

H

New York-
-.0669 .1.03143 -.0692 -.0373 -0.344

.. (.-2.35)
. .a

(-0.50) 4 -0.71) (-0.48)
.

(-0.56)
I.

New Jersey
. . 4 .

N....0769 -.2344 -.0443 , --.0782t. -.3126 .0152'

,
(-2:43) '(-0.771 (-0.56)

.

(-0.95) ; (-3.51) . (0.21)

Florida
-.0247 -.0369 .0.I56 .0911 -.2145 =.0458

9 (-0.45) i (-0,21) (0.09)-
. .

(1,08) (-1.47) (-Q.W

Texas
-.0225 a -.1095 .2543 .0736 -.3619 .0801

(-1.02J (-1.30)
-

(1.09) (0.38) (-1.26) (0.96)

Colorido
-.0124 .0252 .1660 -.0752 . .1673

(-0.45) (0.43P (0.71) (-0.37) (0.96) (-0.66),

'New Mexico
-.0253 .0434 -!.2368 -.0454

(-1.07) (1.52) . a (-0. (-1.66)

Arizona..
-.0312 .0147 -.0322- .0460 -0.448

,(-0.95) (0.13) a (0.13) (-0.39)

.,Nevada
' .

-.0530 -.0063 .3315 -.1561 -.0760 -.0387

(-1,51) (-0.08) (1.34) (-1.31) ' (-0.49) (-0.56)

California
,

-.0564 -%0011 -.0489 .2085 .02661 -.0573

(-2.54) (-0.02) (-0.4.1)
.

(1.24)
.

(0.31) (-0.97)

9 States
WI.TH -.0451 . -.0228 -.0033 .0776 -.0565 '-.0317

State (-3.00) (-0.61) (-0.07) (1.49) (-1.06) (-0.91)

Dummies
9 States
WITHOUT -.0454 -.0233 -.0068 .1014 -.0582

,

-.0321

State (-3.06) (-0.64) (-0.14) (-1.10) (-0.93)

'Dummies
.

/(1.97)

Notes: a insufficient cases to estimate equation'in this cell, or .to

use this variable in model .1

b model includes H but no Hispanic ethnicity variables 9 ,J

c model includes H and Hispanic ethnicity variables

.

p.



Tablo 5: Coefficient and t-statistic of SPKENG in Regresiion of LN Malewage on
td, 'Ed2, Ex, Ex2, SPKENG, FORBOR, ani1 Various Hispanic Indica.tors Tor
the Total Male ECLF.

HISPANICS -

Model with Model w/o
Ethnicity Ethnicity
-Dummi-es Dummies

.NONHISPANtCS TOTAL SAMPLE
Model with Model with
Ethnicity simple Hispanic

WHITE 'BLACK Dummies dummy only
(c) rb)

New York
, .0664 .0642

(2.39) (2.37)
.0581

(1.54)
.0038

(0.23)
.0394

(3.05)
.0395

(3.07)

New Jersey
.0397 .0727 -.0624 .0341 .0337 .0433 V

(1.47) (2.78) (2.20) (2.80), (3.66)

Fldrida .

.0353 .02311 :.0139 .0067 .0283
(0.97) (0.64) (-0.16) (0.11) (1.09) (0.66)

Texas
.0495 .0500 .0069 .0688 .0519 .0531

(3.43) (3.47) (0.06). (2.19)
. (3.92) (4.03)

. .

Colorado .
.

.0459 . .0515 a .0737 .0660 .0678
(1.22). (1.39) (2,13) (2.72) (2.81)

New Mexie
.0509 .0521 a -.0503 .0531 .0540

(2.64) (2.69) (-0.91) (3.15) (3.16)

Arizona
.0686 .0682 -.6362 -.0024 .0304 .. .0304

.
(2.21) (2.25) (-165) f (0.05) (1.30) (1.30)

Nevadq
.0909 .0925 -.3388 -.0290. .0902 .0934

(2.77) (2.87) (-1.01) (0.72), (4.23) (4.43).

California
_ .1014 .1022 -.2404 .0379 .0736 .0737

(6.06) (.6.22) (-1.26) (1.54) (5.64) A5.73)
, .

9 States
WITH . 00714 .0716 .0688 .0252

log
.0578

State ?6.(10.22) 10.29) (2.09) (3.15)- (6.96)
Dummies S

9 States ' .

WITHOUT .0655 .0635 ,0616 .0262 .0580 . .0574
State . (9.38) (9.14) (1.86) (3.29) (6.93) (6.91)

Dummies

-Note's: a 'insufficient cases to estimate equation in this cell, or to
ute this variable in model

b lode! includes H but no Hispanic ethnicrty variables

c model includes H and Hispanic ethnicity variables

-9



Table 6: Coefficant and t-statistics of NRBOR.in Regrassion,of LN Malewage on
. Ed, Ed2, EX, lx2, SPKENG, FOABM and Various Hispapic Indicators

, for the Total MaIc ECI.f.
--

..

W
.

New York

4

HISPANICS
Model with Model w/o
..Efhelicity. Ethnicity
-Dummies Dummies

....

NONHISPANICS
-

f
j WHITE BLACK

I

fOTAL SAMPLE
Model with. 'Moderwith
Ethnicity .simple Hispanic
Dummies dummy only

(c), '(b)

.-.0501
(,41.69)

-:0394
(-0.56)

.0901
(1.70)

.0398
(1.42)

.0502
(2.18)

..0491
(2.14)

New Jersey -

. -.0920 ' -.0701.* -.1278 .0291 .0226. .0297

(-0.87) (-1.14) 11.09), (0.96) (1.27) ,r

Florida,
.0445 .0123 .0083 . .0152

1 .0 (-0.22) . (0.48) (-0.58) (0:17) (0.16) (0.31)

Texas
.0632 .0654 , 8 .0331 .0519 .0541

(1.86r (1.96) (0.58) (1.72) (1.81)

Colorado .

r .0600' .1014
a,

":0556 -.0194 -.0078

(0.56) (1.14) (-1.00) (-0,41) (-0.17)

New Mexico
,

'

.

.0323*
(0.54)

,

:0516
0.87)

a
p.

-.1521
(-1.33)

.0121
(0.23)

.0270
(0.52)

Arizbna
-.0553 -.0570 1 -.2816 .0536 , -.0137 -.0137

(-0.93) (-0.00) (-0.71) (O.1)15) . (-0.31) -0.31)

Nevada
-.2484 -.2292 a -.0287 -.0645 -.0691

(-2.89) (-2.96) (-0.66) (-1.83) A-1.99)

Californib
-0236 .0367 a -.0158 -.0120

(0.59), (0.98) (-1.58) .(-0.66) (-0.51)

9 Staes .

WITH .0155 li .0222 .0064 .0033 .0143 ..0135

S6te (0.66) (1.33). (0.16) (0.27) (0.90) (1.21)

. Dummies
9 States

___-____ 3

WITHOUT -.0149 .0088 .0074 -.0010 .0095 .0150

State (-0.87) (0.59) (0.19) (-0.08) (0.60) 0.99)

Dummies

Notcs: a Insufficient caSes to.estimate equation, in this cell, or to I 00
use this.vaHable in model

b .model includes a but no Hispanic et6OicitY variables

c model- -includes H and.Hispanic ethnicity vgriables.

9.
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Table 7: Effects of Schoo)ing on Occupft.ionil Earnings Power'of Males, by.Race, Hisptintic
Background and'qftation

, k
HISPANICS

.

NONHISPANICS TOTAL SAMPLE:
Model with Model w/o Model with Model with

., EthnidLty -Ethnicity Ethnicity simple-Hispanic
Dummies Dummies WH1TC BLACg Dummies dummy only .

(b) (a)

New York

New Jersey

fIoeida

Texas

Colorado

New Meco

Arizona

Nevada

0.04740 0.04780 0.04050 0.04900 0.04470 0.011500

0.04080 0.04480 2 0.05210 0.04460' 0.04730 j 0.04500

0.04080 0.0710 0.04010 0.04270 0.04280t 0.04050

b.03510 0.03650 0.04620 0.03600 0.03890 0.03780

0.04820 0.04630 0.02150 '0.03870 , 0.03990' 0.04030.

, 0.04550 0.04210 0.05350 0.03530 0.03880 0.03980

0.04090 0.04020 0.03890 0.03420 0.04080 0.04310

0.03446 0.03250 0.04100 4.03290 0.03300 0.03230

California
0.02620 002470 0.06040 0.03980 0.03990 0 0.04010

9 States
, WITH

State
Dummies

.

0.a3330
.

0.03330 0.04770 0.04140 lo.g4210 0.07890

114-,.. 4'.

9 States
, WITHOUT

State
Dummies

0.03450 0.03510 Q.05230 0.04220 0.04120
.

0.04270

Notes: a Model includeSi H but no Hispanic ethnicity variables

Moael includes H and Hispanic ethnicity variables

10i



lable 8; kffects of Experience-on Occupatjonal Earnings Power ;of Male; by Race, Hispanic

_Background and Location -0

-

...,,

.6
.s...

,. 'HISPANICS NONHISPANICS TOTAL-SAMPLE

Mgdel with Model w/o ModeI.with *del With
Ethnicity 'Ethnicity . Evhnicity si'mple Hispamic

Dummies Dummies : WHITE . BLACK - Dummies . dummy only
(b) . (a)

,
,

New York
0.01180

New Jersey .

0.01270

Florida

0.01160

0.00960

0.00770 0.06700

0.00710 0.01690%

0.01200 0.01740

0.01320 . 0.01470

0.01460 0.01650

7.

0.01610

0.01470

Tertas
.0.02070 0.02050 0.01410 0.01530 0.d1420 0.01610

Colorado
-

0.01190 0:01290 0.01380 0.01850 0.01740 0.01'760

'.

New 'Mexico

,
0,01400 0'.01400 0.00470 0.01.670 0.01470 0,014470

c.
,.......

Arizona
0.60890 0%00910 0.01690 0.01670 A.01390 0.01390

Nevada
0.01900 0.01890 0.01570 0,01920 0.01890 0.0180"

California
0.01650 0.01'670 ,- 0.00370 0.01660 0.015T0

.
0.01570

:

9 States
WITH 0.01460 0.01630 '001040

.

0.51580 0.01560 001550

State
.

Dummies
'

9 States
WITHOUT 0.01550 0.01510 0.01030 0.01590 0:01560 0.01550

0.01.610

0.01460

'..

State . . .

Dummies

'Notes: a,
model includes H but no Hi%spanic ethnicity variables

0;'-.,

b model includes H and Hispanic ethnicity variables



Table, 9f

New York

New Jersey

4

'0

82 and Sample Si.ze ror Regression of MKS WORKED on Ed, Ed2, Ex, Ex2,
SPKENG, and FORBOR with and w/ok Race Ethnicity and Geog-raphic
Variables for Male ECLF.

.

HISPANICS NONHISPANICS. .1 TOTAL SAMPLE
Model with Model w/o Model with Model with
4thffieity . Ethnicity-, EUhpicity simple Hispanic

Dummies Dummies WHITE BLACK dummies dummy only
013) ('a) /

0.1358 0..1289 .0.0331 0.0752 0.0756 0.0747
163 163 .260 2300 '2758 2758

4

0.1'850 0.1373 0.0568 0.0936 0.1626

Florida

133 .133 255 .3096 3518

0.1.336
98

.

0.0927
98

4.0.0659
199

0.0850
1055

0.1097
1354

/4exas , .

0.0873
499

0.0761
99

O. 360
2

.. 0.0796
2062

0.0980
2832,

Colorado°.
0.1073 ' 0.0774 10.2770 o.11jr 0.1145

198. 198- 53 1889 215f

Now Mexico
t. 0.1179

468
% 69.;11j2: 0.2456.

21
0.1478

856
0.1501
1407

AoCzdna
0.1141 ."0.1043 0.2214 . 0.0667 0.0892

187 187 .1/4 25 1128 1384

Nevada
0J717. 0.1391 0.1007 0.0923 0.41-34

130 130 143 2530 2856

California
0.0788 0.0776 0.0884, 0.0641 0.09/36

396 396447 1711 2171' 28313

9 States
WITH '0.0848 0.0842 0.0458 0.0748 0.0837
State 2272 "2272 1366 17,087 `

Dummies
.7136

9 States -

WITHOUT 0.0766 0.0721 0.0429 -0.0738 0,0822
State 2272 . 2272 1366 117,087 7136
Dummies

4

Notes: a model includes H but no Hi.spanic ethnicity variable's

b model includes H and Hispanic ethnicity varfablvs

103

0.0991
3518

.

'0.1084
1354

.

0.0963
2832

00115
2155

f

0.1455
1407,

0.0862
1384. .

.0.1110
2856.

0.0934
2843

0.0835
.7136

0.0819
7136

.
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Tatle 10: Hispanic Ethnicity-EFfecis 1 ifiRb4res-s1on of WKS WORKED on-Ed, Ed2, Ex,
.Ex2, SPKENG, FORBOR and DOmmies.for Membership in Four Hispanic
Ethnicity Groups by State, with t-statistics for the Hispanic Male
Experienced Civilian Labor Fprce.

New York

ME PR CU CE

-3.4459 -4.5068 0.971q
a (-0.62) (-0.54) (0.151

N&,Jersey
-1u.285 -3.1013 3.821. -12.823 .

(-0.40) (-0.45). (0.51) (-1:62)

florida
, -15.294 -4.8783 -2.3706

.
-14.065

(-1.35) (-0.40) (-0.33) (-1.38)

Texas
-3.4178 17.329 6.882 -40.754

Colorado

(-p.55) (1.01) (0.48) .(-1.y1)

'`....

o

.3.8561
(0.97)

-31.168
(.-1.97)

.

14.6188
(0.33)

-6.7370'
(-0.50)

New MexidO
4.9669 5.0796
(2.63) d a a, (0.26)

Arizona.
-10.519 z.2.3729 .3090

(-1.27) (-0.113) , a (0.01)

Nevada
-2.7087 -35.174 -6.7036 -3.0925

(-2.12) (-0.81) (-0.29)

California
1.33111 3.8317 -4.9158 /1 1.3947

(0.29) (0.45) (-0.40) (0.22)

9 States
W'!U -.8448 . -2.2106 -.9435 -2.5603

State (-0.45) (-0.90) (-0.34) (-1.02)

Dummies
.

9'States .
%

-

WITHOUT -1.8045 -2..7718 . 3.2839 -3.1357

State (-1'.14) (-1.29) (1.40)

Dummies
.

-
.

Notes: a insufficient cases to estimate equaiion

.
I

use ttas variable in.model

in this coil, or to 1.0

C.

-1



Ta'ble 11:

NeW.York

Hispanic EthnidJty Effects In Regression of, WKS WORKED on Ed, Ed2, Ex,
Ex2, SPKENC, FORBOR, and various Hispanic Indicator Variables, by
State, with t-statistics, for the TOTAL MACE Experienced Civilian Labor

Force

(b) (c) (c) '(') (6) (c)

ME PR CU ,CE

'4«

'-2.5637' -4.9071 -8.5'052 -.5811 -6.9316

'New

(-1.26) a (-1.00) (-1.21) (-0.10) (0.21)

Jersey
-5.48g0. -2.0741 -4.5904 =1.0758 -20.162 -.0998
(-2.19) _(-0.09) (-0.73) , (-q.16) (-2.86.) (-0.02)

' Florida
5.2357 -6.7038 -3.8472 -:3408- -10.386 7.1140

(1.51) (-0.61) (40.36) (-0.96) (-1.134 (1.43)

exas
-5.009 6-2.9816 17.096 6.7156 -39.864 2.3447

.

(-0.29) (-0.45) -(0,94) (0.45) (-1.78) - (0.36)

Colorado .

.5863 2.8099 -33.849 1.2398 -8.8288 -1.1081

(0.33) (0.74)- (-2.23) (0:09) (-0.77)

New Mexico
-2.6981, 5.1756 8.6307 -5.1994

(-1:71) (2.73) a a (0.43) (-2.85).

Arizona
-1.4899 -12.816 -3.7931 - 3.0200 10.371

(-0.68) (-1.66) (-0.22) e (0.13) .(136)

Nevada'
-3.8502 -.4924 -33.483 ,612.141 -7.3 -2.0301

(-1.70) . (-0.10) (-2.09) (1;58) (-0 )74) (-0.45)

Colifornia

4
-4.8977 1.311117 4.1515 -3.2805 2,2446 -6.2049

( 3.14) (0.31) (0.50) (0.28) / (0.38) (-1.50)

VF

9 Siates
WITH -2.1136 ..-.5881 -2.1713 1.9845 -2.0141 - -1.1,825

- State (-1.93) (-0.22) (-0.61) (0.52) 7. (0.52) (-0.58)

Oummies
9 States
WITHOUT -2.0394 -1.0785 -2.3348 '2.5000 -2.4032 -1.1449

State (-1.94) (-0.41) (-0.67) (0.67) (-0.63y (-0.46)

Dummies
.

Notes: a insufficient cases to estimate equation in this ce11,/or to
use this variable in model 6,

b model includes H but no.Hispanic'ethnicIty variables'',
e

.c podel includps H and Hispanic-. ethnicity Variables
.

,

. 1.0
r-

t.) .
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Table 12: Coefficient and t-statistics of SPKENG in Regression,of WKS WORKED,
on Ed, Ed2, Ix, Ex2, SPRENG, 'FORDOR, and Various Hispanic Indicatot.v
for the TotalMale ECLF.

HISPANICS TOTAL SAMPLENONHIS N1CS
Model with
Ethnicity
'Dummies

Model w/o
EEhnicity
Dummies

.

WHITE r *.(31.CK

Mode.I with
Ethnicity
Dummies

Model with
simple Hispanlic
4 &my only ,

New York /

2.3869 2.0978 1.0424 -1:4261 .240 .4791
(1.16) (1.05) 49.32) (-1.18) (0.57) (0.521

.

New Jersey
3.2971 4.2409 4.1137 .8783 :8566 1.143014

(1.71) .(2.34) (0.68) . (0.71 ti ' (0.90)', (1.53).,.

Florida .

2.3960 2.2620 .7414 6.6727 3.5119 3.1742
(1.05). (1.02). (0.15) (1.71) (2.15) 12.04)

Texas ,

1 2.6109 2.3524 7.5912 2.0347- 2.1995 2.1601
.- (2.25) (2.21) (0.69) . (0.84) (2.13) (2.10)

Coi-Orado
5.1722 5.4319 a 2.0604 2.1243

- (1.96) (2.07) (-0..30) (1.30) (1.35)

New Mexico

4
4.5247
(1.11).

1.5813
(1..15)

a -3.1180
(-0.97)

?.3371
(2.06)

2.3379
(2.06)

Arizona,
.5.2772 5:5343 -23.00 -.0059 3.3406 3.5473
(2.02) (2.15) (-1.60) (-0.00) 42.12). (2:26)

Nevada
41 3.4424 3.6009 -20.925 1.8483 2.5483 2.8790

(1.58) (1.67) (71.03) (0.72) (1.84) (2.11)

.California
1.7879
(1.39)

1.7476
(1.39)

-3.161
(-0.20).

-.8426
Nomy

.4674
(0.51)

.4567
(0.51)

9 States
WITH 2.1394. 2.1400 -2.0607 .0237

,

1.3454 1.2933
State ' (4.09) (4.09) (-0.79) 0.04) (2.21) (2.14)

"L

9 States
WITHOUT ''.. 1.9315 1.8517 . -1.9989 .0953 1.3148 4 1.2704
State . 3.69) (3.58) (-0.77). (0.17) (2.16) (2.11)
Dummies

Ndtes: a insuffidient cases*to esbimate equation in this cell, or to .

use this veriable,in model
I

b model includes 11 but no Hispanic ethnicity variables j nc)
kJ 0

model include's H and Hispanic ethnicRy vgriables ,
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eTable 13:
Coefficient, and t-statistics of FORBOR in Regnession of WKS WQRKDED
on Ed, Ed2, Ex, Ex2, SPKENG, FORBOR, and Vaiops Indicators for the-

.,-
Tota-rMale EGLF., ,A

,

,

'New York

New Jersi.1

1 ,

Florida

Texas

Colorado

New Mexico

Arizona

4

Nevada

California

- -7.6993
(-1.32)

-8.6448
(-1.14)

4.2846
(P.57)

-7.2806
(-1.40)

-6..3104?

(70.88)

HISPANICS
'Model with Model w/o

Dummi s ' Dummies AMITE, BLACK'
Ethnicity Ethnicity

-3.3175 -3.0240
(-0.46) % *0.541

.4.0720
(1.52)

1.8824 -2.5851
.(0.25) (-0.41).

-.7583 1.2142'
(-0.18) a (0.29) -

2.8694'
(0.57)

-7.9583
- 1 . )

3.7179
(0.77)

-10.593
-2.05)

9 States
WITH.
State
Dummies

9 States"
WITHOUT
State
Dummies

2.5599
(0.83),

2.4343
(0t85)

. .

NONHISPANNGS
r- TOTAL SAMPLE ----

., Model with iflodeI wi`t-h

Ethaicity Hispanid -.

:Dummtes dumms% only .

1:571 "- -1.4109
(0,35)

. (-0.71)
-.6410 -.7624

(-0.46)

-2.3713
(Z0.23)

2.5001
(1.18)

1.8410 22.2646
(0.90) (1.22)

.455J 2.2366
(0.05) (0.49) (6.12161) 1 (.

.8040
9.28)

a -.2417(5) 2.8850 2.7 54 .
(1.22) 1.16) ,

.a -4.1117 -2.4617 -3.5965 .

, .. *(-1.15) *, (-0.80) (-1.20)
,

a -16.944 -2.5761
(-2.54), (-0.74)

,
(-0.25)

-19.415
(-1.31)

-1.1067 .2630
(0.271 \ (0.09)

.7044
(0.24).

a -.0899
(-0.03)

-1.8651
(-0.82)

.

- -2.6290
(-1.17)

-1.5484 -.12130 --:.1697

(-0.70) (-0.13) .4 , (-0.10)'

1.0511
(0.80)

. .

.8001 -1.2867 -.8880 .6106. .5929

(0.63) (70.39) (-1.01) <10.53) (0.53)

' C.
.1671 .5914 -.6414 -11.-0792 .382i :4210

(0.13) (0.53) (-0.20) (-1.23) (0.34), (0.39)

,
...-

a -

Notes: a insufficient cases tOsestimate equation in this cell, or to

. dse this- variabIe in.modeI .'
4

b model incluaes H but no Hispantc ethnicity variables
,

c- model includes H and Hispanic ethnisity variables
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Taplo 14: Effect of Schooling dn Steadiness, of Emplopment of Males, by 4ace4 Hispanic
8ackgtound an0 Location

44:-

New York

. New Jersey
4

Elori a

1/4
Teyas.

Colorado

.New Mexico

Arizona

California.

9 States.
WITH
'State
Dummies

. 9 States
WITHOUT
State
Dummies

. .

HISPANICS
Model with Model w/o f
" Ethnicity Ethnicity

Dummies Dummies

NONH I SPAN-ICS

WH(TE, 'BLACK

TOTAL SAMPLE ,

MoOel with. Model wit4
4. Ethnicity imple Hispanic

Dummies dummy only
, (b) (a)

0.76500
9

0.78460. ,0.67430 1:46990 1.12900 1.11950

-1_18010 '1%60200 0.73380 . 1.58996 _4.44340 -* 1...43200

0.56390 , 0.45840
t4

4

1.80300 9.74760 0.77150 0.76240

0.90860
n,

0.91260 1.35490 1.43940 1:28540 1:29250

1.39720 1.21000 -1.36296 n1.45050 1.29420 1.28360

1.61140 1.54240, 4.29830 0.22660 , .0.67870 0.6437,0

1.55040 1.68830 -0.1410b 0.72910 0.84830: 14.87850

0..68070
,

b.68060 0.60'000 0.96880 f 0.82620 0.83220

p.70690 0.72260 3,02700 1.06320 0:93700 0.3760

0.89530 0.88790 1..26010 L 21180 1:11140 1.11630

0.92790 0.99070 1.200 1,20060 1.09160 1.09920'

A

Not.e(sca model includes H but no Ilispanjc ethnicity variables n .

b_ model includes H and Hispanic ethnicity variables



Tablo 15: Effects of Experience on Steadiness of EMployment of Males, by Race, Hispanic

BackgroUnd, and Location

New YOrli

HISPANICS'
Model with
Ethnicity
Dummies

0.51140

New Jersey
. 130-.-

Florid9
-.._25220

Texa...
0.63450

Colorado
0.43040

New nexico
0.51840

Arizona
0.00180

%

4:Nevada
0.28020

California
0.56250

9 States
WITH 0.48530
State
Dummies

9 States
WITHOUT 0.47620 -

NONHISPAN'ItS TOTAL SAMPLE

Model w/o
Ethnicity
Dummies WHITE BLACK

Model with
Ethnicity
-Dummies

(b)

.Model with
simple Hispanic

dummy only
(a)

0.52630 0.43430 0.49900 0.49280 0.49440

0.64860 0.71940 0.57570 0.58700 0.58630
*

0.30190
.

0.22510 '0.64920 0.56580 0.56520

0.61380

.

0.36020 0.48350 0:50350 0.49950

0.40940 1.07300 0.71060 09.69740, 0.69270

0.49480 -0.162201 0.86700 0.64510 0.63950

1,

-.01710

t.

-.019710 0.60170 0.50990 0.50470

0.28380 0.92410 0.73630 0.72680 0.72540

0.55530 0.23290
,

'0.54540 0.54120 0.54130

0.48510

4
0.36070 -.0.54850 0.4540\

.0.47490

0.48010 - 0.37150 0.54880 0.47T40 - 0.47100

State . ,

Dummies

Notes: a' model Includes H b4 no Hjspanic ethnicity variables

b mndel Includes p and Hispanic,ethnicity variables

1 9



Table, 161 R2 and Sample Siza, for Regression of Duncan SE1 on Ed, Ed2, Ex, Ex2,
SPKENG, and FORBOR with and w/out Race Ethnic ty_and Geographic
Variables for,Male ECLF. ,,

,

HISPANI9S" NONHISPANICS TOTAL SAMPLE
Model with Model w/o
Ethnicity Ethnicity
DuMmies Dummies

New' York

New Jersey

0.3196
163

0.3183
163

0.3885 D.3708
133 133

Florida
0.38a4 0.3313

98 98

Texas
0:4893 0.4672

499 -499

Colorado
0.2924 0.2799

198 198

New Mexico

.

0.4620 ,0.4557
468 468

V.

Arizona
0.3346 0%3320 ,

187 187

Nevada

California

9 States
WITH

. 6tate
Dummies

9 States
4WIMOF

S ;NI-e
Dukimies

0.3280
130

0.3133
130.

0.3913
396

0.3851
396

0.3949
2272

0.3899
2272

0.3824 0.3734
2272 . 2272

e WHITE , BLACK

Model Awith
Ethnicity
Dummies

(b)

0.3113
260

0.4202
2300

0.4181
2758

0.3358
255

0.4461
3096

0.4607
3518

o.1182 0.3835 0.4364
199' 1055 1354

0.3731 0,3886 ' 0.4382
258 2062 2832

0.5868 ,0.3349 0.3501
53 1889 2155

0.4688 0.4232 0.4661
21 856 140,7

0.5267 0.3745 0.4Q17
25 1128 1384

0.1728 0:3087 '0.3283
143 253D 2856

0.3565 0.4148 0:4414
174 2171 2811?'

0.3669 r 0.4057 0.4550
1366 17,087 .7136

0.3495 0.4046 0.4531
1366 17,087 , 7136

Modql with -

simple Hispanic
, dummy only

(a)

0.4177
2758

0.4605
3518

0..4338
. 1354

0.4376
2832

0.3489
2155

0.4645'
1407

0.4016
1184

0.3278
2656

0.4409
2843

0.4546
7136

0.426
7156

Notes: a model includes H but no Hispanic ethnicity variables

b mode) includes H and Hispariic ethniclty variables

-1 0,
_CVO
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-Table 17: Hispanj,c Ethnicity :Effects in Regression of DuNciay SEI On Ed, Ed?, Ex,

Ex2, RENC, FORBOR, and Dummies for MaiOvership in Four Hispanic Ethnic-i.ty

Croups, by State, with,t-statistics for the Hispanic hale Expetienced

Civilfan Labor-Force,

ME PR CU CE

New York
. 1.8394 2.9286 1.0440

a . (0.43) (0.46) (0.21)

New Jei'sey.
5.9342 . 1.7476 75281 1.2168

(0.31), (0.34) 11.42) (0.21)

Florida
-12.752 -.4586 5.7178 -12.474

(-1.08) (-Q.D4) (0.76) (-1.17)
11

Texai
-3.5908 1.8156 5.5683 3.0021

aoiorado

.(-0.82) (0.15), (0.57) (0.20)

1.5354, 11.043 6.5064 ?1.107.

(0.43).' , (0.77). (0.52) (1.74)

New Mexico
2.8977 -22.143

(1.83) a (-1.34),

AriZona
4.2407 -1.9768 -.2044

(0.65.) (-0.14) a ' (-0.01)

Nevada
-1.9714 13.196 -4.6407 -4.6111

(-0.51) (1.08) (-0.76) (-0.59)

6liforrlia
-5.5442 -1.3425 .3228 -5.9190

(-1.71)4 (-0.22) (0.04) (-1.31)

9 States
.

WITH
State

.
-2.7363
(-1,95)

1.3495
(0.73)

4.8312
(2.,32)

-2.9887
(-1.59)

Dummies
$

9 States
WITHOUT -1.8161 51:8913 5.2316 -2.9480

State (-1.47) - 11.16) (2.96) (-1.60)

DummiQS

Notes: a insufficient cases to estimate equation in this col), or to
use this varieble in model
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Table 18: Hispanic Ethni.city Effects in Regression Of DUNCAN SE1 on Ed, Ed2, Ex,
.

. Ex2, SPKENG, FORBOR, and.various Hitpanic Indicator Variables by STATE,.

, .. with t-statistics, for the Total +tale Experienced Civilian Labor Force.
$ ,

,

H
(b)

i

ME
(c)

CU CE H_ .

PR

New York

New Jertey

Colorado'
0 -.5251

(-0.30)

New Mexico

'Arizona '

Nevada

California

-27.484
(-1.86)

4
,

-2.3871 -1.3723 -7:2224 J3.7675 -.2151
(-1.40) a (-0.33) (-1.23) (=0.81) (-0.06)

-1.1.998
(-0.61)

9.7350 1.7494
(0.51) (0.35)

Florida
-2.5282 -12.611 -1f3224-
(-0.78) (-1.23) (-0.13).

Texas
1.2145 -5.4166 .7854
(0.90) -1.05) (0.05)

-2.3262,
(-1.10)

-1.0833
(-0.53)

-4.8470
(-3.61)

1.0391
(0.28)

3.9939
(1.74)

2.4521
(0.35r*

-.9373(
('-0.21)

9 States '

WITH, -1.5650 -1.5984
State., (-1.71) (-0.71)
Dummies

11.879
(0:81)

-2.4620
(-0.16)

15.020
(1.04)

-4.4092 -.4224
(-1.17) (-0.06)

.4380
.(0.,15)

9 States
WITHOUT -1.9001 -2.0486 .7966 2.4170 -4.2990 -.5535
State (-2.11) (-0.92) (0.27) (0.77) (-1.34). (-0.26)
Dummies

(0.09)

6.3923
(0.55)

7.3898
(0.58)

a

-4.5872
(-0.66)

1.6596.
(0.16)

4:2848 , 1.3311
(0.24)

-16.149
(-1:89)

5.3752
(0.30)

18.666
(1.70)

-18.807
(-1.00)

3.2201
(0.15)

-5.9167
(-11,16)

-3.4167
(-0.77)

-.4410
(-0.09)

6.2376
(1.22)

-1.9085
(-0.55)

-4.1772
(-2.46).

-4-5823
(-0.67)

-5.2119 -.0830
(-0.58) 4 (-0.02)

-1.0495
(-0.29)

1.9663 -4.3502 -.71617
(0.62) (-1.35) (-0.22)

Notes: a insuffici@nt cases to,estimate equation in this cell, or .0
use this,N)ariable in model

b model includes H 'but no ilispanIc ethnicity variables 1 1 0

c model includes 1Land Hispanic ethnicity variables

A



r Table 19: Coefficient and t-statistic& of SPKENG in Regression of DUNCAN SEI en.

Eq, Ed2, Ex, Ex2, SPKENC, FORBOR, and Various Hispanic Indicators for
the Total Male ECLF.

New Yock

HISPANICS
Model with Model w/o
Ethnicity Ethnicity
,Dummies pummies

NONHISPANICS

WHITE BLACK

TOTAL-SAMPLE
Model with Model with .

Ethnicity simple HIspanic
Dummies :Aumay only

(c) (b)

3.963t 3.9913 5.4098 -.5259 1.7921 -18274
(2.51) (2...59) (2.3Qj (-0.51) (2.32)4 ' (2.37)

New Jersey
2.1673 1.9660 -4.0287 24928 2.0345 2.0215

1

(1.51)-- (1.48) (-0.98) (2.54) (2.71) (2.74)

Florida
2.0232 1.3848 -2.6060 2.0476 1.874F 1.3763

' (0.85) (0.59) (-0.58) (-0.57) (1.24) (0.95)

.Texas,
2.2859' . 2.3591 .6108 8355 2.2786 2.3924
(2.84) (2.95) (0.08) (0.42) (2.80) (2.96)

Colorado
1.2734 1.5369 a 4.5444 3.7528 3,8249
(0.54) (0.66)

-4

(2.10) (2.46P (2.52)

New 'Mexico 0

1.3791 1.,4621 . a --5.5123. t 2..1622 2.1846'
, (1.20) (1.27) (-1.63) (2.04) (2.06)

Arizoria 4

3.7650 3.635, -42.201 2.0377 18397 1.8125
( 1.84) (1.821 (-2.11) (o.69) (1.30) (1.9)

Nevada
3.2369 3.2428 , -1.9552 i.3380 .4.6217 4.6729.
(2.02) (2.06) (-0.11) 4 (1.00) (3:73) (3.81),

/

California ,
2.3356 2.6072 4' - -11.570 2.3178 1.8156 1.9664,
'(2.53) " (2.88) (,..04.96) - (1.54) (2.31) (2.53)

,

9 States.
WITH 2.2112 2.3121 5.2120 2.1464 2,1701
State (5.56) (5.851 (2.63) (1.95) (4.22) (4.30)

/ Dummies
9 States
WITHOUT 1.9072 2.0005 4.6704 .8805 2.0999 2,1Y22

,c4! State (4.81) (5.08) ' (2.34) (11.81) (4.13) (4.25)
Dummies

Notes: A inSufficien,t cases to estimate equation
P use ihis variable in model

In this cell, or to

b model includes H bul no Hispanic ethnicity variables

c model includes H and.Hispanic ethnicity variables .
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- /
7oble 20: Coeffrcient and t-statistics

on, Ed, Ed2, lx, Ex2, SPKENP,
for the Total Ma,le EGLI.

of FORBOR in Regression of DUNCAN SEI

FORBOR, and Various Hispanic Indicators

New York

HISPANICS _
Model with Model w/o
Ethnicity Ethnicity
Dummied Dummies

.

. °

NONHISPANICS

WtilTE BLACK

t '

-6.5669
(-F.58)

-6.2093
(-1.56)

- 6.3455
(1.91)

1.8126
(1.08)

New jersey'
-8.9363 '-6.9690, -.8802, 1.6207

(-1.58) (-1.33) (0.13) (0.96)

Florida
-1.3664 2.7628 -.2825

(-0.18) (0.47) , (-0.04)
1.8162
.(0.4)

Texas
1.8316 2.2765 a .0410

(0.97) 11.23) (0.01)

Colorado
-2.5951 4.1618 a -4.2547

(-0.,38) (0.74) (-1.22)v

New Mexico
.5263 1.7011 a. -15.090

(0.15) .(0.48) (2.15)

Arizona
-.9036 -38.868 -.9971

(-0.12) ' (-0.24) (-1..90) (-0.26)

Nevada
-4.1572 -4.7963 -2.2643

(-0.921 (-1.27) (-0.89)

California- -.4899 -.3552 a -3.0131

(-0.22) (-0.17)
r=1.55)

9 States
WETH -.9529 -.5585 1.6350 .

-.2952

Stafe
pummies

(10.96) ,(-0.59) (0.66J . (-0.39)

9 States '
.

WITHOUT
state'

-2.0365
(-2.11)

-.4456,
(-0.53))

2.4920
(1.03)

-.3022
(-0,40) .,

Dlimmies,

..-

TOTAL SAMPLE
Model with Model with
Ethnicity simple Hispanic-
Dummies dummy only.
(c) (b.)

2.2543
(1.63)

2.1310
(1:55)

.9372 .9469
(0.64) (0.65)

2.0950 2.1293
(0.70) (0:74) -

.9382 1.3591

(0.50). (0.74)

-3.0510 -1.6049
°(-1.02) (:0.56)

-;1,8668 -.8022
(-0.57) (-0.25) "

-2.4602 ,-2.5162

(-0.92) (-0.95)

-2.5568 -2.7204
(-1.251 (-1.35)

-1.4250 -1.4337
(-0.99) (-1.01)

.1665 .3014.

(0.17 (0.32)
\.......,

, .

.2922 .5620 .

(0.31) (0.61)

Notes: a insufficient cases to estimate equation in'this celi,-or to

ose,this variable in Model

.b
model Includes H but no Hispanic ethnicity variables

c model includes H anti Hispanic ethnicity vartables 114
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Table 21: Effects of Schdoling on SEI of Males, lax Race, Hispanic Background, and Locatibn

HISPANLCS NONIIISPANICS TOTAL SAMPLE

Model with
Ethnicity
Dummies

New York

New Jersey

Florida'

Texas

New Mexico

2.98770
.

3.92470

3.44130

4.45920

3.37590.

4.75680

Arizona
3.97260

Nogada
, 2.97260

California

, A

9 States
WITH
State
Dummies.

9 States
WITHOUT -
State' ,

Dummies

3.16330

3.62420

3.68080

Model w/o
Ethnicity
Dummies

..,,

wHrTE BLACK

Model with
Ethnicity
Dymmies

(b)

Model with
simple Hispanic

dummy only
(a)

3.02100 3.86700 41'17660 3.97180 3.95600

/

4,,..23380

/,

4.25030 4.14870 4.1189U 4.12260

// 3.29250 4.,09530 3.76810

4

3.72040 3.71000

, 4.52210 4.45720 , 3.71160 3..91050 3.92490

4.00060

'

:* 3.38200 3.37480 3.39020 - 3.39250

4.68660 6.20160 .3.67210 5.71940 5.69690

3.91030 4.36380 3.58400 3.74230

.

3:73480

2.94700/ 2.80110 3.08100 3.08180 3.07730

'3.16510 5.10720 3.75990 3.75260 3.75700

3.64470 4.21000 3.84680 3.90700 3.91390

3.72550 4.46180 3.8229,0 3.89020 3.89830

\Notes: a model includes H bui no Hispanic ethnicity variables

b model includes H and HispanIc ethnicity variables
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Table 22:

New,York

NeviJersey

FlorIda

" . 4

Crfects of Experience ori SE1 of Mares, by Rade, Hispanic Back§r un and Location

. i

Nit-eACS T TAL SAMPLE
HltPANICS NO PNI

Model with Model w/p Model with Model with

Ethnicity Ethnicity
Ethnicity simple.Hispabic

Dummies Dummies
Dummies dummy only

,

WHITE BLACK

,
(b).: (a)

0.44970 -0.44220' 0.00250 0.6090 0%61480 9.61590

0.453.60 0.40880 0.45340
i

0.78060 6.73820 0.73890

0.2510 0.2541.0. 0.36460 0:68510 0.62380 , 0.62180,

1-e-Ras .

#

Colorado

. New Mexico

Arizona

,Nevada

Ca I ifornia

.

9 States
' WITI1

State
Dummie?

9 States
WITHOUT
Stateoo

0.74780 0.74970 0.57680
-01-6,7480

-1.80720- 061140 0.40260

.

0.87960 0.84350 0.84870

0.52240 .0.52160 -0.22060 0.80180 -1:11240 -1.120lo

0.23930 0.24650 0.28570 0.77660 0.68300 0.68370.

0.56970 0.56200 0.25510 0 . 7 20 0 0 0.69570

4n

0.69530

0.52790

ARE.

0.5 240 -0.29600
tr

0.73120 0.62240 0.62230

.
0.51550

,

S

0:51380
-.

0.18160 0.72710

,

0.69700. -0.69640,
.

0.48230,

,

0.49120 0.18800
4

0.72740
,

0.69760

.

0.6910
,

DWIfFies
. - ,

Notes.: a model includes H but no Hispanic ethnicity variabies

b model includes H arid Hispanic ethnicity variables
1 1 G
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